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CHAPTER I
UfTHODUCTIOB

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
An increasing amount of evidence has been accumulating
in the last ten years to indicate that the objectives,

tools,

methods of instruction and content of courses in Problems
of American Democracy vary widely across the nation.

It has

also become apparent that the official conditions and acade¬
mic atmosphere under which these courses have been taught
vary just as widely with a resultant serious loss to the
student and to society*

Whereas t: is course as currently

defined is comparatively new in the subject field, its ac¬
ceptance across the nation, at least in name,
eral at this time.

is fairly gen¬

Still there seems to be no genuine rea¬

son why this new subject should not be conducted in the class¬
room in a manner consistent with what is recognized as good
educational practice.

This lack of attention to Problems

as a course is particularly striking,

in view of the fact

that there is no part of the secondary curriculum that lends
itself so admirably to the exercise of good teaching and
good learning.
Sh.6 Writer * a Ford Fellowship!

An opportunity to check

the content and methods used in Problems courses presented
itself when the writer was granted a Fellowship under the '
Ford Foundation for the Advancement of Education for the
academic year 1952 and 1953.

The Fellowship was granted
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with the understanding that the year would he used to pursue
this three-point programs
1.

To visit high schools throughout the nation and
observe content and methods used in instructing
classes in Problems of American Democracy*

2.

To visit certain selected areas outside of the
school to observe the degree to which the concepts
of democracy are,

or are not being practiced*

Many industries were visited in order to study
Labor-Management Relations*

Penitentiaries and

prison farms were visited to observe treatment
of the social delinquent*

The South and the West

were visited to obtain some first-hand informa¬
tion about the problems of the negro and other
minority groups*

The Tennessee Valley Project,

Bonneville and Coulee Dams and other projects
along the Columbia River Valley were visited to
observe instances of government in business and
in the field of irrigation, and how these projects
are affecting the conservation of water, soil,
trees and wild life.

While in the Pacific North¬

west, various aspects of the lumber industry were
appraised with the assistance of the Weyerhauser
lurabe r 0 orapany•
3*

And finally,

to study the question of Academic

Freedom principally in Problems classes at the

-3high school level.
In this year of travel and study,

the writer visited

fifty high schools in all sections of the country*

In this

study the writer has elected to tabulate some of the plus
and minus qualities observed or reportedly used in only
thirty-five of the schools visited.

Many schools were

visited but insufficient data was obtained to list them
on the regular tabulations, though frequently allusions
will be made to these schools in the form of conclusions
or observations.

It should be noted that tabulations were

made on just one class in each school, though in many in¬
stances other Problems classes would be visited, but with
no thought of tabulating the results.

Because as an ob¬

served fsot, examples of good teaching are less frequent
than inferior teaching, the writer intentionally sought
out these areas which by reputation offered good courses
in Problems of American Democracy, at the same time being
mindful of the importance of sampling every section of the
country*
Such a Study is Weeded:

Perhaps a survey of the

content and methods and conditions in Problems Courses was
particularly timely in view of the fact that the so-called
controversial courses** in the school curriculum are now
undergoing a variety of attacks.

These attacks are a de¬

velopmental thing and can be explained in the logic of his¬
tory.

Our American society, in fact the whole world, has

4
been the battle-ground for contending Ideologies for slightly
over a century.

This has been true in a general sense since

the publication of *Da» Kapit&l” by Karl Marx and the ^Communiet Manifesto” by Frederick Engels and Karl Marx at the
middle of the last century, which sought to indict and in
fact supplant our Free Enterprise System.

In an infinitely

more striking sense the thrusts and eounter-ti rusts of these
conflicting economies haa been felt both at home and abroad
since the First World War with its emphasis on nationalism.
And, of course,

these "shock-waves” have become more pro¬

nounced since the close of the Second World War which in
actuality was an extension of the First World War both in
basic ideological conflict and in execution.

The M0old War”

gives us a name that can loosely be used to define not only
this emphasis on national power-poll tic® since 1945 but to
a considerable degree it encompasses this emotional and in¬
tellectual upheaval that has been excited as two vaguely de¬
fined concepts battle for paramour* toy in the American and
world mind.

Just as the deployment of men and materials in

the Second World 'l&r became a decentralised, fluid appearing
and disappearing thing, almost omni-present, in just the
same fashion it has became a hopeless and frustrating task
to localise this contest of conflicting economic theories.
It rages in the United K&tions Assembly, it becomes the
crucial issue over which cabinet© rise or fall.

Publicly

elected officials rise or fall according to how far to the

-5they can he established by the opposition.

The late

President Roosevelt has been alternately blamed and praised
for his "Social Security" program and allied legislation.
Whether it helped to usher in the **JSra of the Common Man"
is a question but this is a fact that it ushered in, with
the assistance of certain other forces, an era of denuncia¬
tion and embroilment that has fairly well divided our
people.

Voltaire once said,

"that in any given discussion

heat exists in indirect proportion to light.59

The mass of

American people have demonstrated an appalling unwillingness
to define the terras, to limit the discussion in any way or
in fact to make an honest attempt to resolve the points at
issue.

This has meant that as the circle of confusion has

become wider and wider, an increasingly greater number of
American institutions have become involved with a conse¬
quent succession of unrest, fear and apprehension.

The

first indication that Congress was aware of this unrest was
indicated by the appointment of Martin Dies of Texas to
head the first Un-American Activities Committee of the
House of Representatives.

In succession have come the ap¬

pointment of Senator Joseph McCarthy of Wisconsin as chair¬
man of the Senate Un-American Activities Coranii1 tee,

the

creation of the McCarran Committee and in this session of
Congress, the appointment of Representative Herbert Velde
of Illinois as Chairman of the House Un-American Activities
Committee.

The activities of these investigating groups
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have been felt by every department of our government and
many areas of American life from the motion picture indus¬
try to labor organisations.

A year ago* Representative

Telde served notice that there was evidence of subversion
:n our colleges and high schools and that investig&tions
would be instituted at the college level in the fall of
195^.

Simultaneously with this several cities commenced

to investigate their own secondary education programs in
search of subversive teachers and texts.

The initiation

of these investigations at our two educational levels did
not mark the beginning of this sort of thing, for to an even
greater degree they came in the wake of many probes and at¬
tacks carried on unofficially for the most part by many
self-appointed groups.

That there was probable cause in

some areas will probably be admitted by fair men.

That

education could not or rather did not keep its house in
order is unfortunate.

Whether or not these probes or at¬

tacks are instigated by fair-minded men is yet undecided
and is not the prime consideration of a part of this paper;
rather tne writer has tried to gather some data to show the
extent of these attacks in Problems classes among high
schools across the nation and to evaluate partly from objec¬
tive tabulated data and partly from opinions and deductions
the effects these attacks have had on the selection of texts,
determination of course content and administrative personnel
and to some extent the effect on publishers.

CHAPTER II
aBjut the school

CHAPTER II
ABOUT THE SCHOOL

Iil..t£,_odTiie,ti.on--Schools Visited?

Before the academic

year started the Ford Foundation furnished each, of its Fel¬
lows a total list of the people who would enjoy grants un¬
der the Foundation this year and the schools from which they
had been appointed as well as the field in which they were
doing their study.

The prospectus forwarded to School Sup¬

erintendents in districts selected to make nominations for
Fellowships indicated among other things two pointsz

first,

that the national Committee hoped to he able to make final
selections from schools of every size from all sections of
the country.

And, second, hut of first importance, the

Fellows would he selected from those schools who had demon¬
strated over a period of years a strong, constructive educa¬
tional program.

It followed therefore that if one wanted

to see good education in action he might very well visit as
many schools under those listed by the Foundation as pos¬
sible.

Of the fifty schools visited, as the tabulation in¬

dicates, just two had registrations under a thousand students
and these two schools were not included in the list pre¬
pared by the Foundation.

An examination of the total list

shows that less than five per cent of the schools had less
than a thousand students registered, whereas, on the other

8
TAB13 I
DATA ABOUT THE SCHOOL
Enrollment—

( 500-1000)
(1000-2000)

(2000-3000)
Age of the Plant--Under 10 years
10-20 year3
Over 20 years
City-wide Director of Social Studies—
Department Heads—
Department Chairman—
School Radio Station-School TV Station-City-wide Director of Audio-Visual Ed.--

OrHc\2to*^in<cr-coa>OrHc\?tO'^ioior“OOo^OrHCMto,i;^to
rHC\2cO<'tftOtOC'-COO>rHHr-lrHrHrHrHrHr-(rHC\2C\2CVC\?C\?CVC\iC\2CVC\2tOtOtQtOeOfO

-9hand,

it should be noted that the vast majority of High

Schools in the nation have less than a thousand students*
Lester kelson, Principal of Scarsdale High School and the
chairman of the National Fellowship Committee has pointed
out very definitely that the National Committee in arriv¬
ing at its selection of schools to make nomination had at
their command the best criteria and the best sources of
information available in the nation*

Sven with this infor¬

mation available, a great many school men would not feel
tnat we are justified in drawing the conclusion that through¬
out the nation the over-all educational program in schools

of less tnan a thousand students is of bji inferior nature*
IlndlORB Cbtaiiied from Tabulated Data--Age of School
Table 1 shows the results obtained from a study
of the thirty-five schools visited.

From this table it is

to be noted that of the thirty-five schools visited,

six had

plants that were less than ten years old, sixteen had plants
that were from ten to twenty years old and the remaining
thirteen structures were from twenty to thirty years old*
Among the new plants visited,

the George Washington High

School in San Francisco, and the year-old Lincoln High School
structure in Portland,

Oregon were outstanding*

the new school at Hugene,

Similarly

Oregon, though not tabulated could

very well be & model for future high school structures*
vq r Pc re onne 1;

As to administrative per¬

sonnel tabulated, seven of the schools had full-time Direc-
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tors of Social Studies, and five of the schools supervised
their Social Studies from the office of the Director of
Secondary Studies.

All hut two of the schools had subject

Department Heads, the remaining two had Department Chair¬
men.

Of the thirty-two Department Heads, only three had

supervision of teaching within their department.
had a teaching load of three classes or less.

Only four

The majority

of the Department Heads had a four oeriod class schedule
with one period off to tend to their departmental duties.
As standard procedure, the Head of the Department had an
office that served as a material center for the entire
Social Studies Department within the High School.

He ac¬

counted for books at the end of the year and requisitioned
for new materials for the coming year.

He conducted de¬

partmental meetings to discuss common problems; he would
periodically meet with the Principal and the other Depar t raent Heads to discuss administrative problems.

School

policy emanating from this meeting would be handed on down
to the other teachers in the department.

In many cases he

would be serving on Curriculum Revision Committees.

Only

two of the Department Heads as far as could be ascertained
were called in to assist in the selection of new teachers
in their department though many were called in to sanction
choices already made.
Provision for Audio-Visual Hquioment:

Ten schools as

noted in Table I had full-time Directors of Audio-Visual

11-
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Education with offices either in the Educational Building or
in one of the High Schools.

Twenty-two of the schools had

designated one of the regular members of the teaching staff
to serve as Director of Audio-Visual; a practice that pre¬
sumably was duplicated in each of the other buildings in the
city.

All of the

individual school directors interviewed

had at least one class off to attend to these duties and a
few had two less than the regular teacher load in the school.
In spite of the accent on audio-visual education in
the past fifteen years only three schools, as the
indicates, had their own radio station,

tabulation

though Glendale,

California untabulated, had a separate school station,

hour

other schools had "live feed-in" where the Problems Class
could listen to direct programs if the school schedule per¬
mitted.

Leon High School in Tallahassee had a direct wire

from the local station a block away to the Problems class¬
room.

All the equipment that they needed was an amplifier

and a loudspeaker.
As observed from the tabulation not a single school
had its own TV static n,

though the audio-visual centers of

several of the schools had individual receiving sets on call
for classes that desired them.
The large majority of schools visited had working
agreements with the local station which made it possible
for the© to borrow either disc or tape recordings, or use
the studio facilities for either "live broadcasts" or to

12-
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make recordings for future school use.
General Observations:

It would appear that lees than

half of the schools visited had physical structures equal to
the demands of a modern educational program*

There seemed

to he a greater percentage of school plants in Hew England
that were he low requirements than in any other section of
the country.

Though the writer did not visit a representa¬

tive number of schools in the State of Florida those visited
were well above the average for the nation.

Here

the struc¬

tures were not only functional but also beautiful at the
same time remaining essentially simple in design.
were plain cement blocks,

plastered,

The walls

sized and painted on the

outside arid simply sized and painted on the inside®
roof,

A raised

that afforded remarkable ventilation, finished off the

one-story structure which was erected around a court which
was beautifully landscaped.

All classrooms and offices

opened into this court.
Though this observation represents a departure from
the true purpose of these remarks,

it is interesting to note

that in Beaumont, Teyas and in Tallahassee, Florida,

the

general condition of the educational plant for use by the
negroes was superior to that used by the white students.
strikingly enough,

And,

persons from several walks of life spoke

of this fact with real pride.
Whereas none of the schools visited had their own TV
station, a number of them had reached the blue-print stage

-13and hoped to have completed plants In the next few years®
Kr® Bonny French, a teacher at JS&st High School in
Denver, has been selected as Ford Fellow from that city for
the coming year*

His project will be to examine the possi¬

bilities of TV in the High School Curriculum*
Basic Concepts evolved from Chapter II “About the
School.M
1®

The average school visited enrolled from one thou¬
sand to two thousand students*

2.

The average high school structure was from ten to
twenty years old.

3*

A majority of the schools visited supervised their
Social Studies Program through the office of the
Director of Social Studies.

4*

Almost without exception,

individual schools uti-

/

Used a Department Chairman to head their Social
Studies program.
5.

In almost every school the Department Head did no
actual supervision of teaching,

rather he was an

extension of the administration.
6.

The average Department Head had four teaching as¬
signments per day.

7.

Most of the schools had the services of either a
city-wide Director of Audio-Visual Education,

or

a Director appointed within the faculty of each
school.

-148.

Fo school had Its own TV etali on.

9.

Most schools arrived at a working-agreement with
the local radio station.

s
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CHAPT3R III

ABOUT THjB ROOM

In spite of Mark Hopkins, with his
student at the end of a log,

it is axiomatic now among

school people that every thing else being equal,

the tetter

teaching and better learning will take place in those schools
or those classrooms designed with a special

regard for the

particular demands of the subject and student group involved.
Ihat a great deal of good instruction has and will be ac¬
complished in dimly lighted rooms with dreary interiors and
with obsolete and inadequate equipment is hardly debatable.
On

the other hand, educational researchists have available

considerable amounts of very plausible data that shows the
correlation between physical plant and such factors as moti¬
vation,

teacher enthusiasm, student activity,

physical con¬

dition of both teacher and pupil as well as "drop-outs" and
successful school experience.

For this reason the writer

spent considerable time oh his trip inspecting the physical
conditions under which Problems courses are being taught.
The results are summarized in Table II.
MMU!&g_J3bt§J_ned from Tabulated Bata--ClaBsr.ir.m
liijhUn^.*

Table TX shows that thirteen of the thirty-five

classrooms measured had superior lighting,

fourteen class¬

rooms had excellent or acceptable lighting, and that eight

16-
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tabie n
data about the room
Adequate Iighting--Fair
Excellent
Superior
Fleasant Interior--Fair
Excellent
Superior
Adequate Board Space--Fair
Excellent
Superior
Adecuate Storage Space--Fair
Excellent
Superior
Room large enough for
Fair
good learning activity—Excellent
Superior
Sufficient table space-Movable Seats and Desks-Acoustical Q,ualities--Fair
Excellent
Superior
Adequate Tack Board Space —
Does the Tack Board show signs
of frequent change--

Or-iCV2eQ'^iO<OCs-COO»OHC\Jl0^f»0<OC^OOO>OrHCV2cO,^»0
rHCV2*0^lO<OC-OOa»iHr-ir-ir-lrHrHrHi-4r-ir-*CV2CV2C\2CViCV2C\2CSiC\2WOiCOeOcOcOcO«0

-17rooms had inadequate lighting*

As a rule,

the observer sat

in the further left-hand corner of the room which traditionally receives the least light.

The eight classrooms in the

school plants that were less than ten years old had superior
lighting.

A fsw of the remainder came from the ten to twenty

>a&r category and the rest from old structures where new
lighting fixtures had been installed as part of a remodeling
program.
f

?J-ackboard Space;

The table points out that six class¬

rooms had superior black-board space,

twenty-three class¬

rooms had excellent or acceptable amounts of space and six
•^.sad definitely

inadequate board space,

lor comparative pur¬

poses twenty-live to thirty lineal feet or more of board
space,

three and a half feet in height, fairly distributed

along two sides oi
tv-ro v i *:> i on •

the classroom was regarded as superior

i4 if teen to twenty-five feet was regarded as ex¬

cellent or acceptable and less than fifteen was regarded as
inadequate board space.
Storage space;

The amount of storage varied as much

as any other single factor recorded in this table.

Table II

points out that ten of tne classrooms had a fair amount of
space,

though from the point of view of storing the neces¬

sary books,
quate.
desK,

pamphlets, maps and materials this was inade¬

This category of rooms usually had a teacher’s
the traditional table beside the desk or at the front

of the room and a closet which contained clothes and all
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other supplies that could not be stored either on the table
or in the teacher’s desk.

Fifteen classrooms had accept¬

able storage space for several kinds of texts, back copies
of magazines and newspapers, cases for wall-maps as well
as the normal supplies that are needed in the classroom®
The remaining ten classrooms had storage space that was
above the average®

A separate room or library adjoined

four of these classrooms where large amounts of reference
materials could be systematically

stacked.

All of this

last group had good closet storage space, most of them
had open shelves along the back or aide of the room for
the storage of materials.
standard.

Steel filing cabinets were

)n the wall were built-in map cases or racks
t

to hold maps, and the closet or library area provided space
for flat storage of charts and diagrams.

If this could be

accomplished without giving the impression that the room
was crowded or cluttered,

then it was placed in the super¬

ior category.
Classroom Teaching Area*

Table II points out that

twelve of the classrooms had fair or inadequate space to
meet the demands of good learning activities.

Typical of

this type was the room that was large enough for thirtyfive students and a teacher.

The presence of a table did

not take this room out of the lowest category.
of the rooms, which were not over-crowded,
space for the

A majority

usually had

tools of instruction, a table or two, per-

-19haps s projector stand.

Most of these rooms might have had

seats for a class of thirty-five students but they v*ould
have seated forty-five students ii

they had been crowded

as they were characteristically in the first category*

The

remaining four rooms had space enough for the seating of
sixty students on the square foot basic followed by the
first category, but in every instance never had over thirty
five students.

These rooms had adequate seating,

several

tables for flat inspection of books, magazines and pamph¬
lets and in some instances chairs around the table*

These

rooms would have space for exhibits, a projector stand,
perhaps a podium for use by panels reporting findings.
Three of the four rooms that had superior space for
good learning had excellent table space

though thirty-one

classrooms did not meet the necessary requirements.
adequate table scace,

By

the writer refers to the classroom

where all the students and the teacher and several guests
or visiting teachers can sit at the tables arranged in

liie

shape of a U or square and thus divesting the classroom at¬
mosphere of some of its traditional stilted qualities.
The four classrooms with completely adequate table
space had movable chairs and three other classrooms were
equipped with chairs and desks cast in one unit,
'liasBroom Acoustics >

3ix of the classrooms pro¬

duced an echo when the teacher spoke.

If the class and the

teacher get accustomed to this then perhaps it does not

20-
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repreeent a negative factor.

But if it were noticeable

then the condition required some adjustment at the beginning
of the year, and in any case must have had an affect on
proper hearing at all times.
\.

Taqk-3oard Sr>ace :

Only six of the classrooms suf¬

fered because of inadequate tack'fcoard space,

though the

manner in which twenty-nine of the classrooms were equipped
offered considerable variety.

In some instances a square

of Celotex was erected in the chalk-tray and leaned against
the black-board.

In other instances a square of tackable

material would stand on a tripod.

These devices are to be

praised r&ther than blamed where teachers and students are
trying to overcome the handicaps of limited physical condi¬
tions and poor financing.
Of the thirty-five rooms visited and tabulated,

in

twenty-three the tack-boards observed had on then material
that was pertinent to the problem under discussion when the
writer was visiting the class.

In the other thirteen class¬

rooms much of the material was curled and weather-beaten.
Henera!. C_o.nolunionai

The Florida classrooms visited

were remarkably well illuminated and for the most part with
'i

natural light.

Withrow High School in Cincinnati and Jef¬

ferson High School in Portland,

Oregon as well as Forth Cen¬

tral High School in Spokane, Washington were outstanding
examples of thoroughly inferior lighting.

Students did not

linger long in these classrooms at the end of the class,

in
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fact the writer felt like .joining the students us they left*
It is not to he wondered at that many classes were content
to get along with one text, made no attempt to secure addi¬
tional materials and seldom bothered to get a map out of
departmental storage considering the straitened circum¬
stances of storage and surface space in many of the class¬
rooms.

If

the students do not come into a classroom after

school to browse around among the materials,
or to talk with the instructor,

to do research

then that room is not mak¬

ing its physical contribution to good, learning.

During

the

course of this year’s visitation of about one hundred schools,
fewer than half a dozen had either a specially designed room
for the social studies or had departed from the traditional
arrangements which are supposed to be equally applicable to
instruction in any subject field and which have been handed
down very nearly intact from colonial days.

Classrooms for

instruction in chemistry and physics have not only

special¬

ized treatment but highly specialized equipment to meet the
specific demands of their level.

The social studies though,

which could very well lend themselves to specialized plant
and equipment have been grouped with some of the other sub¬
ject areas as not needing special rooms.
An.Hxperimental Room;

When the writer went to North¬

ampton High School in 1938 to teach Problems and coach de¬
bating, he was given an opportunity to contribute any ideas
that he might have in regard to specialized treatment for
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the room that would he his permanent assignment in a new
plant already in the blueprint stage.

Having already served

an apprenticeship in teaching the social studies in even a
poor example of the traditional classroom and having day¬
dreamed somewhat on what would he the optimum in room and
equipment,

this invitation came as the answer to the dream.

Having no trouble In keeping in uind the sins of the other
classrooms and conversely, with some fairly well developed
ideas on what would he ideal,

the writer working with the

school architect and the superintendent of schools nclped
to evolve the present Social Science arid Debate Laboratory
at the High School.

This room measuring 20’

by 30*

is di¬

vided into two parts by a partition, with a library aria con¬
ference room in one end and the meeting place for the class
in the other.

The classroom area simulates the House of

Commons in the British Parliament with two raised platforms,
on either side of the space, each equipped with a common
bench and separate chairs, while in the center there

is &

long table surrounded by chairs that will seat fourteen
students•

Bight students can be seated at each of the benches

on either side.

At the front of this space there is a raised

platform equipped with a semi-circular panel that will seat
six people and at the front of the stage there is a podium.
The arched ceiling of acoustical material induces an atmos¬
phere of discussion; a composition floor that minimizes
noise and facilitates the more than ordinary traffic in a

-23classroom where the committee sy stem is regularly utilized.
On the wall facing the panel there

is a stop-clock con¬

trolled hy a switch under the panel.

It can he readily

seen how this type of specialized plant and equipment would
lend itself to a Problems of American Democracy class that
for the most part is conducted against the background of
the * problem-solving” and ’’committee technique.”

Most of

the materials in the form of supplementary texts, news¬
papers, magazines and pamphlets are quickly available in
the reference library.

Two tables and chairs are available

for eight people for committee research and committee meet¬
ings.

The classroom area was designed with a special eye

to discussion. . Here, half the class is facing the other
half of the class rather than each looking at the back of
the fellow in front.

This lends itself automatically to

a give-and-take as ideas are traded back and forth across
t

the room or across the table.

The panel at the front was

designed to meet the particular needs of panel discussions
usually composed of four students and a chairman,

or for

class debates which would involve usually two teams of two
each and a chairman.

In order that there might be a re¬

spect for some time organisation, a factor that is criti¬
cal in this type of procedure,

the chairman has a toggle-

switch at his right hand under the surface of the panel that
operates the stop-clock on the facing elevation.
clock will time reports or speeches,

This

or discussions for a

-24maximum of fifteen minutes after which the hand can be
automatically set back to its starting position.

This ar¬

rangement not only facilitates and dramatizes reports and
debates, but also quickly lends itself to inclusion in
class questioning and discussion.

A great many educators

visit the room from time to time to take pictures,

or

measurements with the idea of including a similar room in
prospective high school plants.
.Ill.*Atcmt

the

Mm”*
1*

The majority of classrooms had only acceptable
lighting.

2.

Most of the classrooms had adequate board space®

3a

A

majority of the rooms did not afford adequate

storage space®
4®

Most of the classrooms did not have space enough
to provide for good learning activities.

5®

As a rule most of the classrooms had adequate tackboard space though improvisations were frequent.

6®

A majority of the instructors kept the tack-board
current with the Problems being considered.

7.

There were no rooms observed that were basically
designed with the peculiar requirements of the
Social Studies in mind.

CHAPTKR XV

iiOUT IKS GLASS

ft

•V

QHAPTjEB IV

ABOUT THJ8 GLASS

Introduction;

It was felt By the writer that for

comparative purposes it would he necessary to tabulate
certain specific information about each of the classes in¬
volved in the entire study.
if all

The position was held that

other factors were common that the size of the

class could very well determine the quality of instruc¬
tion,

the tools used and

for instance,

the methods applied.

It follows,

that far more can be accomplished where the

pupi1-teacher ratio is twenty to one than where the ratio
is thirty-five to one.

The writer also felt that the

presence or absence of minority groups, whether or not the
grouping was made on a heterogeneous or homogeneous basis
as well as a knowledge of the family background of the
class might provide either clues or specific answers about
the conduct of the course.

Some very concrete evidence is

available in Table III.
Findings Obtained from Tabulated Bata—Students En¬
rolled in Classes s

Of the thirty-five .classes tabulated

two had between twenty and twenty-five students,

four classes

had between twenty-five and thirty students and twenty-nine
had more than thirty enrolled.

Glasses in New England High

Schools maintained the lowest teacher-pupil ratio with the

TABLE II}
data about the glass

OrHWt0^iO^C^aOO>0«HC\2cO'5j<iO<OC^cOO>OiHC\2cQsJ*i«
H CM tO ^ lO

Size — (under 20)
(20-25)
(25-30)
(30 or more)
Presence of a Minority group
10£ of class or less—

Indian
Italian
Jewish
Mexican
ITegro

Grouping--Homogeneous
Heterogene ous
Home Background-Labor
Clerical-Small Business
Prof, & Executive
Teacher judgment of average
Low
mental ability of the class--Average
High

CO CJi H H n m n r-i H H H ri CV W W W CV

CV W W W cO CO CO cO
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average slightly under thirty.

Classrooms in the South

averaged between thirty and thirty-five students, while in
the Southwest, California and the Northwest as well as the
Mid-lest the average was consistently over thirty-five and
several classes enrolled

over forty students.

Many of the

Problems teachers reported class-loads of 175 to 160 stu¬
dents for a five-period day*
Minority Groups Presents

Table III points

out that

four of the classes visited had Mexican minorities of ten
per cent or more.

Three classes had negro minorities of

ten per cent or more.

This latter condition characterized

the mid-western and so-called border states.
of Richmond, Virginia,

From the city

south, complete segregation pre¬

determined class content*

California,

Washington, Oregon

and other far western states made no attempt to segregate
on any basis whatsoever.
Method, of Grouping;

Table III also points out that

thirteen of the schools visited utilized homogeneous group¬
ing of classes along the line

of scholastic achievement while

twenty-tv;o classes had a heterogeneous alignment*

Hew Eng¬

land tends strongly toward the homogeneous philosophy, vdiile
the rest of the nation uses the heterogeneous method, al¬
though an occasional administr&tor suggested that he might
experiment with homogeneous classes in the near future.
As a general principle, whenever the question of
grouping was posed to the classroom teacher,

it was usually
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turned back upon the writer with considerable surprise being
demonstrated when it was learned that TTew England was still
strongly dedicated to the homogeneous approach.
Family Background of Students?

It will be observed

from a study of Table III that eight teachers reported that
the class came from a laboring background.

Clerical and

small business backgrounds accounted for twenty of the clas¬
ses, while twenty-three of the groups were composed from
professional and executive homes.

The table further notes

that fifteen of the classes were reportedly from a mixed
background of all three classifications®
family background of the students

The fact that the

is fairly homogeneous can

be accounted for when it is realized that with rare excep¬
tion the High Schools visited were, in large cities which had
at least three separate high schools.

It follows quite

naturally then that economic stratification would be re¬
flected in the backgrounds of the classes visited®
Teacher Ability Rating of Classes;

Interestingly

enough three teachers judged their classes to be in the low
ability group, nineteen said that their classes were of aver¬
age ability and thirteen reported high ability.

This last

figure of thirteen correlates fairly well with those classes
having professional or executive home background.
General Conclusions;

Where the classes averaged more

\

than thirty students an unwieldy quality evidenced itself
that did not lend itself to good classroom experience.

The

-29"problera-solving approach* seemed to be utilized either a
little

leas In classes of this size or seemed to produce

results a little less striking*

The small compact "commit-

tee of the whole” rapport which was noted in some of the
New England, classrooms was Blissing where the classes ranged
from the middle to the upper thirties*
It is the writer’s belief that the presence of a
minority group of ten per cent of the entire class or more
has an over-all healthy effect on class reactions and the
breadth of the

point-of-view expressed.

Whenever a class

had a minority group of ten per cent or more the course
content of that particular class would include a project on
’‘minorities’1 with a great deal of first-hand information
available for class absorption.

Many instructors and clas¬

ses would press for a project on ^minority problems” whether
the class or the immediate community had a “minority” prob¬
lem or nots

solely that the group might have an understand¬

ing of this rather universal American problem.
A Problems instructor at the George Washington High
School in San Francisco offered this rather stimulating the¬
sis,

that some years ago he purchased a house in the negro

section of that city because he wanted his two children to
spend a part of their childhood in an area where they would
be a part of a minority group, and as such learn in & real¬
istic fashion the problems that characteristically face
these groups.

-30The problem of a negro minority came to the city of
Portland, Oregon, during the Second World 'Jar when the
Kaiser Ship-Building Corporation imported large numbers of
colored people to help ease
this period

the labor problem.

Prior to

Portland had no minority problems.

!Tow they

have a full-grown negro problem and a rapidly growing
Japanese problem, yet in the spring of 1949 the students
at the Jefferson High School elected a negro to their
highest office,

that of Student Body President, and in the

spring of 1953 they did the same thing again.

This elec¬

tion reflects the generally happy relationship that exists
between minority and majority groups on the west coast at
least at the high school level.
Whereas the arguments against homogeneous grouping
seem to be rather stronger than those favoring it as a gen¬
eral grouping practice, this seems to the writer to be particulariy applicable to class grouping for Problems classes.
Being aware that different sections of

the country were

dedicated to different premises the v*riter was interested in
taking a poll to see if a trend could be noted.

Table III

indicates that this trend is definitely in favor of mixed
divisions at least in Problems classes.
A study was made of the home background of the Prob¬
lems classes as a whole because it was felt that the type
of home,

the occupation arid the economic level of the family

would have certain positive and easily identifiable effects

31on course content,
demic freedom*
anticipated*
or report some
tion*

selection of materials and degree of aca¬

The results were even more striking than
Many times instructors would make a comment
incident which simply confirmed this posi¬

In three different cities this was observed*

The

writer visited at least two high schools in each city*
In one school in one of the cities visited,

their

curriculum offered a thorough-going course in iroblems with
an excellent approach, good materials and ample freedom,
with a class essentially from laboring homes.

A brand new

high school two miles away had no course in Problems at all,
and questioning turned up the information that all the
social studies courses were kept on a strictly factual basis.
In the

other two cities,

one high school in each offered a

very creditable course with a multiple-text adoption, excel¬
lent procedures and & high degree of academic freedom with
a class from a mixed background composed of parents who were
day laborers, clerks, and owners of small businesses.

In

the other high school in each of the cities the course in
Problems was hardly discernible,

relying on a single text

which was diluted in nature and stifled in atmosphere.
These latter two schools were located in the better residen¬
tial area of their respective cities.
succinctly stated,

As one instructor

"They have the building and we have the

course ® *
Basic. 0fliifeg_i2t-S S.Y_Qlveg froai Chapter IV "About the

Class*1:
1.

The typical class enrolled more

than thirty students.

2.

Only a few classes had an enrolled minority of ten
per cent of the total enrollment of the class.

3.

As a rule the classes were formed on a heterogeneous
basis *

4*

The typical class was adjudged by the

instructor

to have average ability.
'•# r

5.

The largest number of classes came from homes where
the wage-earner varied from day-labor to executive
and professional classes.

CHAPTER V

ABOUT TiOS INSTRUCTOR

CHAPTER. V

ABOUT THE IHUTRUCTJR

Introductioni

A principal in fait lake Cit>

offered

the opinion that if he could select his Problems teachers
according to his own self-designed criteria he would never
have to concern himself about course content, class inter¬
est or whether the class was getting from the course what
it should.

He further observed that such a teacher could

take unto himself essentially unlimited academic freedom
and that he,

the principal, felt that neither the class nor

the instructor would ever come in for serious criticism.
Considering the fact that the writer visited a Problems
class in this high school, where the
given final determination as to the
the Problems classes,
real meaning.

principal had been
teaching personnel in

this afore mentioned opinion took on

In brief,

the writer spent three days with

this instructor and her class.
visited in the year’s travel,

She was the youngest teacher
she demonstrated unlimited

imagination, conducted the class without benefit of text,
and used methods and approaches that would have brought down
the local wrath on instructors of less stature.

This situa¬

tion is cited solely to indicate the writer’s feelings in
regard

to the Importance of the instructor.

Table IV and

T&ble V represent an attempt to tabulate some of the factors
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TABIE IV
DATA ABOUT THE INSTRUCTOR
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Training in Education—(8 hrs. or less)
(8 hrs• to 16 hrs.)
(20 hrs, to 30 hrs,)
(above 30 hrs•)
Not known
Hrs. training in Subject
(6 hrs. or less)
Field or Allied Fields--(6 hrs. to 12 hrs.)
(12 hrs. to 20 hrs.
Not known
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teaching Problems--(5 yrs. to 10 yrs.)
(10 yrs. to 20 yrs.)
(More than 20 yrs.)
In-service training to teach Pod.--

y
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(More than 8 hrs.)
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Studies--
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TABIS V
data about the instructor
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Claimed effectiveness of
Fair
Public Relations Program-Excellent
Superior
Degree of Academic Freedom
Fair
claimed by administration- -Excellent
Superior
<

Degree of Academic Freedom
claimed by Instructor-

Fair
Excellent
Superior

Degree of Academic Freedom
observed —

Fair
Excellent
Superior
V

Has there been an "attack"
in rega:rd to—

Text Books
Teachers
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that "bear on the

instructor as a factor in this equation.

Some other considerations will he discussed in another chap¬
ter, and still other considerations are beyond the reach
of tabulations,

they are intangible to the point of abstrac¬

tion and yet they are so significant that they are the fac¬
tors that differentiate the fair instructor from the good,
and the good from the superior®
g-lnd.lr.itS—Obtained .from. .Tabulated Data--Sex and Age of
Ins true torss

Table IV shows that of the thirty-five class¬

rooms visited there were twenty-one male instructors and
fourteen female instructors, with that proportion fairly
well maintained around the country®
Of the thirty-five instructors, four were under twenty
five years of age,

six between twenty-five and thirty years

of age, nine between thirty and forty,
and fifty, and four were over fifty.

twelve between forty
In some instances,

the dictates of diplomacy suggested that an estimate of the
instructor’s age would be wiser than a direct question.
College Educations

Table IV points out that three had

eight hours of education or less,
teen hours,

twelve had eight to six¬

seventeen had twenty to thirty hours,

one had

more than thirty hours.
In subject matter fields in both undergraduate and
graduate work together,

one had six hours or less,

six had

from six to twelve hours, nineteen from twelve to twenty
hours, and seven had more than twenty hours.

Two could not

-37make a report.'
In regard to major subjects pursued,

Table IV points

out that two majored in Economics, four in English,
two in History of Political Science,

twenty-

two in science and

five in Psychology.
Table IV shows that five took their minors in Eco¬
nomics,

seven in English,

Science,

ten in History of Political

two minored in science, and five in Psychology.

Table IV show© that twenty-eight had four hours or
less in courses in Methods of Teaching the Social Subjects,
and seven had from four to eight hours in methods.
Teaching Experience;

It should be noted with care

that not a single one of the instructors interviewed had
ever had a course in "Method®* directed primarily toward
the particular problems of this specialized area of the
social studies.

In actual teaching experience in the Prob¬

lems Classroom thirteen had taught less than five years,
fourteen had taught from five to ten years,

six had taught

from ten to twenty years and none of the teachers polled had
taught in the field more than twenty years.
Claimed Effectiveness of Public Relations Programz
Table V points out that administrators and teachers claimed
that the effectiveness of the schools Public Relations Pro¬
gram was fair in fourteen instances, excellent in fourteen
instances and superior in only seven cases.
Academic Freedoms

The degree of academic freedom

-re¬
claimed by adminiBtratore for their particular school was
fair in six instances,

excellent in sixteen and superior in

eleven schools polled.
Individual instructors on the other hand claimed that
they enjoyed a fair degree of academic freedom in eight in¬
stances,

excellent in thirteen and to a superior degree in

fourteen schools polled®
Evaluation of this sort of thing is extremely sub¬
jective and extremely difficult®
take a certain pride

Administrators naturally

in their school systems and would

naturally be reluctant to admit to an outsider that their
staff did not enjoy a considerable degree of academic free¬
dom.

That was expected and that is why this poll was set

up as it was•

Similarly the instructor even though he might

have been given very definite prescriptions in regard to
what he could teach or not teach, would hesitate as a mat¬
ter of professional pride to admit that his classroom was
in the least stifled.

This was constantly true even though

the ¥/riter went to some length to assure the particular in¬
structor in charge that no national report would be made in
regard to the year’s findings.
on the

At the same time the teacher

firing line” is very close to the situation and his

opinion was still very valuable for the
study.

purposes of this

The subjective evaluation of the matter of academic

freedom in the various classrooms remained obviously a very
difficult business.

In the matter of a few days the writer
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would talk with administrators, Heads of Departments,

tea-

chers in all subject fields at lunch or in the classroom,
gathering evidence and opinion from which he must derive a
rating®
Observed Decree of Academic Freedom:

Table V points

out that there was a fair degree of academic freedom en¬
joyed in fourteen classrooms,

though only six administrators

admitted to this depressed rating and eight instructors felt
that such was the proper category for th61r particular class.
Table V further points out that ten out of the thirty-five
schools polled academic freedom to an excellent degree,
though administrators claimed this position in sixteen
cases and instructors in thirteen instances.

And finally

the table points out that there were eleven observed cases
where the academic freedom could be cited as superior against
a similar claim by eleven administrators and fourteen in¬
structors •
Attacks on Teachers and Texts:

Table V also estab¬

lishes that .fourteen of the thirty-five schools had been
subject to "attacks1* by outside persons or groups of per¬
sons in regard to text books used in their Problems classes,
and in ten of the schools one or more members of the social
studies teaching staff had been singled out for attack
either by persons, groups of persons or through printed mat¬
ter.

More than seventy-five per cent of the attacks leveled

against texts readily break down into three areas.

The

-40first textbook attack was that initiated by Fulton Lewis,
Jr.,

the radio commentator when he made his broadside against

Frank Macgruder’s American Government.^-

Usually some local

organisation as a result of listening to Mr. Lewis
the attack on the local level.

took up

Many times these attacks

did not go beyond the initial stages;

in other cases, as

in the instance of Glendale, California,
right down to the Board of Education,

it was fought

where the local

school authorities held the line and prevailed.

The second,

most common area of textbook attack was that which was made
against the Problems text, OJmlkSi oJL American Democracy.2
This document in its first edition was guilty of some immoderate statements if these statements were lifted from
context and assayed on their face value alone.
ferent schools,

In six dif¬

three of them in succession in Pennsylvania

and Ohio, certain local groups had risen up and demanded that
the book should be removed from regular classroom considera¬
tion.

In all three communities in Pennsylvania,

in,Ohio and

in the other scattered instances around the nation,

the local

school bodies held the line, and the attacks died.

The more

recent editions of Challenge of America^ Democracy have been
amended and the "causi belli" has been removed.
—..— ■

- —-rJ—nn-rrnr-iir^.itii •-

The third

,in, wn

1 Frank Macgruder, American Government. Boston. Allvn
& Bacon, 1948.
'
--*
£ T. P. Blaich, J. C. Baumgartner, Challenge of Ameri¬
can Democracy. Wew York, Harpers Bros., 1947.
"
~~
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erea of attack has been in Texas, Arizona and California
where various groups,

led substantially by the American

legion, have conducted a running siege for some years against
schools permitting its students to enter the United Nations
Essay Contest.

In Ban Antonio,

Texas and Los Angeles, Cali¬

fornia they have objected to Problems or Social Studies
classes conducting projects as such on the United. Nations as
an instrument toward international security.

These attacks

persist and are spreading to other sections.
ri.ly Pata.jp

A study of Table V

will point out this rather interesting fact that in a con¬
siderable number of schools where attacks have been leveled
c 1 ther at members of

the teaching staff or at some one or

more of the-three material areas discussed above,

these

same schools have claimed a rating of either excellent or
superior in academic freedom and have an observed rating
equally high.

This points very directly to the fact that

attacks are not necessarily fatal;
stances alluded to,

in fact as in the in¬

they tend to clear the academic atmos¬

phere and leave the school organization in a far stronger
position than before the attack.

As a case in point, Berke¬

ley, California claims an unlimited degree of academic free¬
dom in their classrooms and attributes the fact that the
noath controversy* at the University of California which is
just next door definitely clarified the issues and cleared
the air.
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^QSig-YailiBL^c.s that Influence Tabulated Result a.:

A

researchist of strong scientific tendencies might lay down
an excellent brief, well documented,

that this tabulation

and the conclusions drawn from it are completely without
value because of the presence of so many variables in the
equation.
The /’Climate of loin ion" Varies;
sence of these variables,
mentioned,

/aid it is the pre¬

plus other facts that have been

that prompted the idea that an attempt to evalu¬

ate the degree of academic freedom was an extremely subjec¬
tive matter.

In the first place the so-called ’’climate of

opinion” varies considerably from Kew England and the Midbest with this normal residual conservation,

to Arizona and

Texas which are quite conservative because as it was ex¬
plained, "we are quite new among the states,”

to the Far

West and the Pacific Worth test which evidences a pronounced
liberality about issues that are almost taboo in the forementioned areas.
Criterias Vary;
elfectiverifies**

As the table points out the Hclaimed

of Public Relations Programs varies not only

through the spread of fair to superior, but varies according
to the criteria which specific school administrators have set
up in their own minds.

In other words, would, the Superin¬

tendent of Schools in Portland, Oregon judge the Public Re¬
lations Program in Brookline, Massachusetts as superior and
V

vice-versa, though each assayed his program as superior?

In
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this matter, as in those previously mentioned, we lack norms.
Again there is no accepted criteria as to what constitutes
fair, excellent or superior degree of academic freedom.

It

was left for the observer to fashion a common list of ques¬
tions which it was hoped would establish at least a common
point of evaluation.1

The answers obtained from these ques¬

tions helped to establish the observed rating and the tabula¬
tions made in Table V.

There are many other variables that

could affect this study.
Personality of Instructor ano
The personality of the particular classroom teacher visited,
his specific training, his background, would be calculating
factors.

The age of the teacher becomes a factor when we

recall that Charles II of .England once observed “that he was
too old to start on hie travels again.“

The experience of

the teacher is also a factor, as well as the degree to which
he is known in the community.

If a Problems class is limited

by state adoption of texts or a state determined syllabus
which pre-determine the scope of the course, these too are
conditioning factors.

Whether or not the Board of Education

is about to set forth on a building program or general salary
elevation are known factors that will affect the sensitivity
of certain groups and these things have been known to move
them to attack.

A re-shuffling of these variables among the

1 See Tables VII, VIII,

IX, X.

-44thirty-five schools visited might produce an entirely dif¬
ferent set of tabulations than those noted in Tables IV and
Vo

Perhaps the judgment of the writer which it is hoped

remained reasonably constant, was the only factor that could
take these variables into consideration and thus salvage
some value from this area of the study *
Ssn&xal 0oncXusionai

the small number of young or

inexperienced teachers can be accounted for by the fact
that most of the schools visited were parts of large sys¬
tems where generous salary schedules permit the school
authorities to require several years of teaching experience
of those applying for local teaching positions®
Table IV would seem to show that many of the Problems
instructors were long on technique and short on subject mat¬
ter hours®

This latter fact might help to explain some of

the situations and difficulties of an academic nature with
which some of the classrooms were beset®
The writer ended the year with the definite impres¬
sion that some of the teachers interviewed had not decided
to teach until they left college®
the subject-matter field,

Others did not remain in

and still others entered the teach¬

ing field after twenty years in either the law or the armed
services,

or engineering®

Still others were recent trans¬

plants from other subject fields.
Perhaps this would be the proper time for the writer
to make the observation that he has a well established line
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of demarcation "between desirable academic freedom and local
martyrdom.

They are not to be confused or to be used inter¬

changeably.

To throw oneself full into the face of existing

dogma or taboos or to totally forget the age of his charges,
their parental background or the climate of opinion in which
they live is to invite justifiable criticism.

On the other

hand a Problems course to be worthy of the name must be
conducted with a certain regard for the scientific approach
to the end that all aspects, good and bad,

of most of the

controversial issues should be properly examined without
bias to the end. that the student in the classroom or later
in life may have the facts at his command when a decision
is necessary.

It was inevitable that the writer should be

called on dozens of times to speak to the classes that he
was visiting.

On these occasions talking with students

from every section of the nation helped the writer discern
the degree of academic freedom that they were acquainted
with, and where tne facts had been withheld from them there
was student bewilderment and chagrin.

The reaction of the

instructor to the remarks and the questions posed by the
writer were often indicative of the instructor’s sins of
omission and commission.
Basic Concepts evolved from Chapter Y “About thm Tnstruetorw:
1.

The age of the average instructor was between forty
and fifty years of age.
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The largest single group of instructors had credit
for from twenty to thirty semester hours in the
field of education at either the under-graduate or
graduate level»

3*

The largest single group of instructors reported
having between twelve and twenty hours of graduate
or under-graduate credits in history or its allied
fields,

4•

Two-thirds of the instructors interviev*ed reported
doing their major pursuits in history or political
science.

5.

History and

political science was the most popular

"3£inorH field of pursuit,

of those not majoring

in these fields,,
6*

A large majority of the

instructors had fcur or

less college credits in Methods of Teaching the
Social Studies®
7.

No instructor had received specific instruction on
Methods of Teaching Problems®

8®

The largest single group of instructors had taught
Problems from five to ten years.

9®

The large majority of administrators felt that
their Public Relations program should be rated
either fair or excellent.

10.

The largest single group of administrators felt
that their classrooms enjoyed an excellent degree

-47of academic freedom.
11.

Instructors on the other hand felt as a group that
they enjoyed a superior degree of academic freedom.

12.

The writer noted that the largest single group
enjoyed only a fair degree of academic freedom.

13.

Slightly less

than half of the schools visited

had been subject to attacks by outside persons
against either classroom materials or staff.
14.

The two texts most subject to attack were Ameri¬
can Government,-1 2 and Challenge of American Demo¬
cracy

«iw» ■ mmmM • miwMu »

1 Frank Macgruder, American Government. Boston, Allyn
& Bacon, 1948.
2 T. P. Blaich and J. 0. Baumgartner, Challenge of
American Democracy. Bew York, Harpers Bros., 1947A
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CHAPTER VI

AB.HJT

Introductiona

THE COURSE

One of the original purposes of this

study was to discover some of the divergent practices cur¬
rent in Problems courses around the nation*

This position

took shape in the writer’s mind first as a hypothesis with
little actual proof*

It was not until the visiting of

schools started that the extent of these divergencies be¬
came really apparent*

Whereas the writer thought that there

might be some variance as to use of materials, manner of
content determination and even the labelling of the course,
he was hardly prepared for the revelations established by
Table VI.
.laftvaate0
PX_lto...^:.roblems Q curse 3

.lixosnec tua

Table VI shows that of the total

number of schools visited where a course in Problems was of¬
fered, all but three of the courses proposed a survey of the
Political Problems of American Democracy, all of the courses
but two proposed a survey of the Economic Problems of Ameri¬
can Democracy and all but six of the courses polled proposed
to survey the Social Problems oi American Democracy*

The

six schools that did not include a consideration of our
social Problems in the Problems course did so because of the
fact that some of them still offered a course in Senior

4©~

-

TABLE VI
DATA'ABOUT THE COURSE
Does the Course
propose a Survey
of the-.
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-50Sociology or in the instance of the Florida schools a course
in the "Psychology of Living."
United.States History a Prerequisitez

A course in

United States History was a universal pre-requisite to the
senior course in Problems.

In twenty-nine of the schools

the course in Problems was required.
fhe 0curses Based on ,& .Single, Text Adoptionx

The

Problems course was based on a single text in twenty of the
schools, with only one school claiming to use few other
texts,

twelve said that they used several other texts and

five schools claimed to use many other texts.

It will be

immediately noticeable that almost half of the schools
limited themselves to a single Problems text.
oursesJBa8,e d on Multiple-Texts Adoption*

A mul¬

tiple text adoption was practiced in ten schools with one
school claiming to use a few other texts for reference pur¬
poses; three claimed to use several and four claimed to use
many.

By way

of explanation, a class that has a multiple-

text adoption is one where there are enough copies of two
or more different texts to meet the class needs.

Usually

if there were three texts adopted the class would have the
use of ten to twelve copies of each;

if four texts then

seven or eight copies of each would be available.
Courses without Text;

Table VI shows that five of

the courses were conducted without benefit of text.

What

this usually meant was that the class would have access to

-51two or three copies of all of the good texts in the field,
hut they were used simply as reference materials along with
newspapers, magazines, and pamphlets.
How , .the,..■rProblemsn are Determined a

Ihen the

inquiry

was posed as how the problems were selected for class con¬
sideration,

thirteen instructors said that it was deter¬

mined by the class text, five teachers admitted that they
had full determination of the problems to be considered,
sixteen teachers reported that the selection was a communal
matter between the students and the teacher,

and one teacher

reported that the list of problems along with study guide®
were handed down from above*
Outside of those schools using a single text,

four

of the instructors reported that the lists of problems de¬
termined at the beginning of the year remained unchanged
and five teachers reported that not only the order would
change but newer and more pertinent problems could be sub¬
stituted by class ballot*
.Adopted Texts en.iov
frppfon*

High Degree of

Table V and Table VI when compared will

show some tendency for those schools whose Problems courses
are without text to have a higher degree of academic free¬
dom.

This is thoroughly sound in principle for the simple

reason that the area of possible criticism as far as texts
are concerned has been broadened so that no single text can
be subject to attack.

It can always be properly claimed

-52that all of the good texts in the field are on reference
and that one text might he subject to criticism tut, who is
going to criticise all of them.

This would place the critic

in a highly untenable position.

The same principle holds

true to a slightly less degree where
several texts.

the course

Where a single text is used and if the

structor hews pretty close

in¬

to the organisation of the book,

which is apt to be the case,

then attacks on either text or

teacher have a tendency to be more successful.
the case 9

is based on

This being

the administrator or supervisor in selectin,- a

single text is very apt to play a little "safe” and select
ca oook, that is less realistic and less subject to criticism^
That this

is true in reverse

is indicated by reference to

Tables V and VI which will indicate the fact that courses
with a single text adoption were more subject to textbook
attack than those with the other three typeg of adoptions.
General Cone lugionst

The first Problems course as

such appeared in the curriculum around 1925.
ment and appearance was a very natural thing.

Its develop¬
In the first

place curriculum-makers had for sometime been trying to ar¬
rive at a course, a year in length,

in the social studies

field that woul<J offer a survey of three courses that had.
been traditional for years, namely,
Economics and Senior Sociology.

Senior Civics,

Senior

Sven though these courses

were a semester long the average senior would have trouble
in scheduling all of them and still do the required work.
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The advent of a course

in Problems afforded the senior an

opportunity to take a survey course bearing on the political,
economic and social problems of American Democracy on a
more clinical basis than previotAsly possible,,

The three

traditional courses tended to be historical rather than
current and laid great stress on the

idea that factual con¬

tent was the prime consideration and gave little
the examination of our political,

thought to

economic and social struc¬

ture with regards to its mechanical and functional defectse
Once the idea took shape a great many educators encouraged
the movement because it offered first a chance to do some
wholesale curriculum revision and second, it introduced the
scientific approach to a field which badly needed

investi¬

gation even though this was to be done only at the academic
levs], s,

A great many of the traditionalists eyed this monster

with horror*

Here were educators encouraging our youth to

tread on what had long been thought of as sacred soil*
area was taboo®

This

Other critics claimed vehemently that there

was nothing'wrong with the concept of democracy as we were
living it in this country, and even if there were it was
certainly presumptuous for seniors to become diagnostic about
hi is sort of thing*

It was claimed by others that the stu¬

dent might become disillusioned with what he discovered,
years later Albert Beck,

the historian,

a

observed that in

bis opinion the learning process in high school should not
exceed the acquisition of facts*

That it was the purpose of

-54tne colleges to take

the facts,

enlarge upon them,

and dra^

conclusions relative to the effective functioning of our
economic,

social and political order.

raises its head occaeionally,

This controversy still

primarily though by those who

still feel that such a course is highly unclassical.

Those

people of stature similar to historian Beck have countered
U'i di several retorts®

hirst,

they ask how does the high

school graduate who does not go on to college get the full
picture of our democracy in fact and in action?

He is

9

of
a

courae, going to fee a voter in a few years and unless we wish
to -'<• ite a generation of citizens indifferent to the needs
of democracy,

then it might be we13

to at least introduce

tomorrow’s non-college citizen to some of the real problems
regardless of how banal they may be.

This era besides pro¬

ducing a new course which lent itself well to the diagnostic
approach also established this fact that democracy as a way
of life offers a potential in excess of any other form of
government or pattern of living ever conceived by the mind
of man, but that if this highly developed concept was left
to its own devices,

then it could become a dangerous form

of government in the hands of the demagogue and the profes¬
sional politician,'
It was rather amazing to see what various schools
across the nation were doing with the course.

Labelings

Vdry TTOm ltS ortSinal title to American Problems,

American

Issues, Contemporary Problems, Big issues, American and

-55World Problems, living Together, end Dynamic America*
In Florida a course

in "Personal!ty and Charm" was

found hiding under the rather pedantic title of Problems of
Democracy.

Realism may suggest though that "Personality

and Charm" may be paramount problems in our democracy, from
the viewpoint of the

teen-ager.

A few of the schools in the Mid-West are still offer¬
ing to their seniors a course in Civics, another in Economics,
and a third in Sociology or Psychology..
The writer talked with several school superintendents
who have recently adopted the policy
Editing Committee.

of creating a Material©

In Portland, Oregon,

it is composed of

one hundred lay persons and teachers on the committee.

This

\

committee reads and reports on all textbooks recommended for
class adoption and edits all films used in the classroom.
Neither of these committees issued an adverse report on
either the most controversial texts or films mentioned in
other parts of this paper.

And

t an excellent bulwark

these respective superintendents had in time of trouble in
the favorable report of a large group of influential laypeople!

Other administrators that were interviewed showed

great interest in this growing western practice.
This attack on textbooks and materials is a product
of an unreasoning past and is hardly a compliment to the
present.

It parallels our present "book-burning" discussions

which operates on the pre-Renaissance idea that to burn or

-56destroy the book or place the book out of reach is tanta¬
mount to the destruction of the

idea itself*

It is a rather

sobering experience to be confronted with a brand of logic
of this variety in 1953*

It will be noticed in Table V

that there were far more attacks on texts than on teachers,
when in reality a surer grappling of the problem could be
realised if those who are instigating attacks would concen¬
trate on the teacher.
The most controversial text in the field has but a
few lines that have been cited by the critics, while there
is not an instructor in the field who cannot excite more
subversion in a single day by the simple use of voice in¬
flection,

if he so elects.

But,

of course those things #re

hard to detect and prove, whereas the printed word is tan¬
gible evidence*

On the other hand it must not be forgotten

that the printed word has but uni-dimensional power while
the spoken word has multi-dimensional power.

This is one

of the reasons why the personality of the instructor is
such an important factor in this whole study.

Some school

men say that personality is the only factor.
The table shows that in a majority of cases the prob¬
lems to be discussed by the class in any given year were the
product of both the teacher and the pupil.,

In September of

last year the writer visited four classes in three high
schools where "problems” were arrived at in this fashion.
The procedure was essentially the same in all classes.

The
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first, day the teacher indie a, ted to the group that the class
■was their class and they could discuss the problems upon
which they agreed*

The instructor then suggested that for

two days the group do a great deal of reading and research
working toward the compilation of individual lists of prob¬
lems.

After a day of research the class would discuss the

various topics offered and finally a master list of twenty
problems was built up with the underslanding that the final
list of ten would be derived from the master list of twenty
by preferential vote.

A study of the final tabulations in

the four classes showed that eight of the problems selected
were common to all four lists and that the addition ox

iour

more to the master list of ten would have covered the total
variety in the four lists.

Two of the instructors reported

that eight of the problems selected by the students were on
their own private lists that they had made to tally with
student preference•

And it would be perfectly safe to say

that these lists compiled by students and teacher had better
balance, had better regard for the many aspects of our
national and internal!onal problems than did some of the
lists superimposed by instructors on the class in other
parts of the country.

It might be further noted that when

the class was ready for a problem the students would write
down on the paper the three problems that they would like
to take up next, numbering them according to preference.
In one class it was understood that if no problem from the

-58mastsr list of ten received more than a certain number of
first choices,

then it was understood

that the master list

should he opened for revision and substitution*
Chapter VI

"About the

Course *i
1*

Host of the courses
propose

in Problems across

the nation

to survey the Political, Economic and So¬

cial Problems of American Democracy*
United States History is a common pre-requisite*

3a

The Problems courses are universally for Seniors
g-vHc

in a vast majority of instances as required

courses.

4*

A majority of the courses are based on a single
text.

.

5

The average course uses several supplementary
texts for reference purposes.
The majority

of the course content is determined

by the class and the

7.

teacher.

As a general rule course content is flexible and
is adjustable to new and current demands.

,

8

Basically the Problems selected do not vary from
year to year.

CHAPTER VII

iiB JUT SHE OJURSE OOHTEHS

CHAPTER VII

ABOUT THE COURSE CONTJSHT

Introduction;

Tables VII, VIII,

IX, X contain an

exhaustive list of all the projects or problems reportedly
used by the total number of schools visited»

The presence

of a check mark opposite "Elections'* and under school num¬
ber two in Table VIII is not intended to imply that the
Problems class in that school developed a full dress "prob¬
lem” on elections,

rather it simply means that elections v^ere

covered to a greater or lesser degree during the course of
the school year*

Unfortunately the limitations of time and

of the patience of the instructor visited would not permit
an elaborate report on each project or problem undertaken
f

in a given year*

In order,

therefore,

to have some semblance

of organization in the four tables, and to make possible a
uniform report as well as to facilitate recall on the part
of the instructor,

the writer provided the general items

of course content and tabulated the "yes” and wno” answer
of each individual instructor as the items were read by.-the
writer.

It might be noted that ninety per cent of the course

items tabulated are included in any of the straight Problems
Texts listed in Table XI.
Because the highest type of course adheres to the
scientific approach,

it is important that the student shall
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TABLS VIII

SUBJECT MATTER CONTENT
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Political Parties-Elections-Internetional Relations—Marshall Plan
Nato
Pt. Four
Korea
Russia
Taxati on — The ory
Practice
Defects
Remedial
Local
State
National
Labor-Relationse*Kistory of Labor Movement
Must we increase curbs on Labor
Do we have Industrial Democracy
Education—Objectives
Control of--Local
State
Function of
Shall it be subsidized
Do we need Federal Control
Rural Problems--Education
Medicine
Transportation
Recreation
Marketing
Labor Supply
The Color Problem-Marriage & Divorce-The Home-The Church-Pre-marital Relations —
Dating --

5
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acquire skill in the use of the
in executing this approach.

tools which are essential

Either the Problems course or

some other course in school should acquaint the student
with the methods and resources of research,
filing of notes,
materials,

the taking and

the reading and evaluation of written

the ability to sift and select evidence, as well

as a working knowledge of the simple laws of logic and the
devices and functioning of modern propaganda.
skills the class and the

Without these

instructor may very well become

involved in difficulties and become the focal point of cri¬
ticism.
IhxAhii?J^..

.■Oktalnad,., -from.T a 1. u 1a ted Data;

These speci¬

fic conclusions drawn from the tabulated evidence in Tables
VII, VIII,

IX, X will show to some extent the degree to

which the classrooms attempted to meet these requirements.
Introductory Course Contents

Thirty-three

instructors out of the total observed defined the course in
terms of what it was supposed to accomplish.

All instructors

pointed out the need for such a course and assisted their
students in research on objectives for the course.

All in¬

structors claimed that either directly or indirectly the ob¬
stacles to straight thinking were pointed out to the members
of their class.

Twenty-two reported doing something definite

in propaganda analysis and eleven said that their classes
*;ere briefed in the reading and evaluating the newspapers.
This figure is low because in some schools this item is
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treated in the English classes.
points out,

Similarly as Table VII

four classes were given instructions on research

and the same number instructed on the proper form for re¬
search papers.

These last three figures are also low be¬

cause these items had been treated in the English Depart¬
ment,

All

of the instructors reported that they had lec¬

tured or briefed their classes on the talcing and keeping
of notes.
Con tent--Schools,. Considering Political
Problems:

Tables VII, VIII,

IX and X point out that thirty-

two schools considered the mechanics,

functioning, merits,

demerits arid remedial aspects of American government at the
local,

state arid national level.

The same group treated the

same aspects of the United Nations Organization.
Thirty-three classes
elections in a problem.

involved political parties and

Thirty-three classes examined the

conflicting ideologies of Capitalism, Communism and Socialism,
in regard to the theory, practice, merits, demerits and re¬
medial possibilities of each,

to a greater or lesser extent.

Eight considered the merits and demerits of government in
the power business.
the Economic Problemst

Thirty-

two classes took up some aspect of the problem of taxation
at the three levels of American government.

Thirty-one dis¬

cussed the problems of Lab or-Manage merit to some degree.
Twleve studied the question of Business Cycles and Economic
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In stability .

Thirteen touched on Conservation.

Sfifrpalfj Considering the Social Problems:
schools treated 30!r.e aspect of Education.

Twenty-three

Eighteen, as

fables VII to X point out considered the "Color Problem,*
Marriage and Divorce, Home and the Church, Pre-Paid versus
Private Medicine, Mental Delinquency, Minority Groups, Crime
and its Treatment, and Pre-Marital Helations.
It will be noted from a. study of Tables VII, VIII,

IX

and X that the factual items of course content and the fac¬
tual aspects of controversial items enjoyed a greater class¬
room popularity than did those items which were strictly
controversial.

It will also be noted that as a general prin¬

ciple classes were more apt to elect and discuss controver¬
sial topics not closely related to their immediate community.
General Conclusions}
the tabulations on Table IX,

As specifically concluded from
only four instructors examined

the merits of Communism and Socialism, keeping faith with
the scientific approach to the end that the student might
get the whole picture.

These four instructors apparently

Knew that there are several points of belief that are common
to Communism,

Socialism and Democratic Capitalism.

they were aware, for a case in point,

Perhaps

that our American sys¬

tem of education, which endeavors to educate all the children
of all the people, has been borrowed by the Communists and
claimed by them to be a part of their original thesis.

The

Parallelism becomes more apparent when we realise that the
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citizan supports education
cording to his ability,

through the general

and derives benefit from the educa¬

tional system according to his need
he has to be educated.
thinking.

The

This

point seems

should have a chance

tax levy ac¬

or

the number of children

is a basic

to be

tenet in Communist

this then,

that the student

to learn all the facts,

otherwise,

any

attempt

to draw an intelligent conclusion may end in con¬

fusion,

and that is the condition that

the Communists favor

and try to create.
Reference has been made under the heading of *Specific
Conclusions*

that a good Problems course

student with certain skills in the use
recognise valid
instruments
tools,

should equip the

of logic,

ability to

evidence and a capacity to understand

of propaganda.

It is skill in the use

the

of these

if successfully acquired by a considerable portion

of our school population,

that is causing certain segments

of our adult population to suggest that our schools are en¬
tirely

too pragmatic and not a little Godless.

diabolical means the educators and teachers
could be

persuaded to reverse

of

If by

some

the nation

their positions and start de¬

crying the scientific approach and praising on the

other hand

the scholastic approach which places high premium on author¬
ity,

then our political,

social and economic policies could

be determined by a few with little fear of question or ballotbox pressure.

It is interesting to rouse on

the possible num¬

ber of people or groups of people who would be willing to
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pay a high price for such an assured disposition among our
school people.

It follows naturally then that with the

proper materials, utilized by the

proper person in

the pro¬

per environment that certain definite and positive changes
can be brought about in the

thinking of the average senior,

to the end that he may not become

the victim of glittering

;

generalities,

(

mistaken cause and effect,

prejudiced thinking.

and wishful

or

It is also very nearly an assured

fact that he will acquire a new and deeper understanding of
some

important democratic concepts.

a new regard for the
ality.
more

sacredness of the

to have

individual person¬

He will discover that living in a democracy means

than just increased

rights,

He will come

privileges and advantages and

that in reality he enjoys certain rights and privi¬

leges because certain other citizens
'W*-r

performing their duties and

in our democracy are

obligations.

This sets

in mo¬

tion a brand new chain of thinking in regard to what can
happen construe lively if everyone adheres
tions of constituted authority,

to the

prescrip¬

and similarly what can hap¬

pen if certain individuals and groups set up their own
tribunals and decide for themselves,

in an extra-legal

sense, what they must do or what they do not have
commences to

increase

he weighed or tried

the span ol his

thinking.

to do.
There

He

once

to weigh the merits and demerits of a

situation on the basis of what was good or bad for himself
or some

localized area around him,

now his view becomes more
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cosmopolitan and he

stays judgment until he

over-all effect upon the whole nation,

can examine

or perhaps the entire

worlds

Among these new concepts which will occur to him

will be

this one:

that Democracy as a way of life

on trial and that there are
it off as a mistaken ideal.
Problems student;

the

is still

those who have already written
And this will also occur to our

that the success or failure

oi

this demo¬

cratic concept may very well be decided upon by the young
people of his generation.

And among these groups are

those

who seem not willing to just wait and let this democratic
experiment sink to failure
is its destiny,

of its own dead weight,

but are committed to a policy oi hastening

and assuring its failure as
succeed.

lie, as school

to some

line

do not teach him to become
in democracy and its
are

to no avail.

if they were afraid that it might

people, may give the high school

graduate every advantage,
him perfectly

if that

teach him every skill and even fit
of profitable endeavor,
seriously and vitally

problems,

The economic,

then much oi
sqci&j.

and

but if we

interested

our other efforts
political slants,

and the mental attitudes of today’s seniors in this country,
is calculated by our best thinkers

to be

portance as a determinant for future
And,

it is because

of the utmost im¬

international security.

of the vital truth of this concept that

so much interest has been evidenced across the nation in
what goes on in the social studies classroom in general and
the Problems classroom in particular.

The

dynamic quality
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of the course content in Problems is under careful scrutiny
by many groups,

Ho other teacher in the high school has as

much literature,

pieces

of propaganda and so-called "study

guides* cross his desk as does

the

As has been pervioualy discussed,

instructor in Problems.
no other group of

text¬

books received the critical examination or is subject to the
"attacks*
can be

that is normally expected

little question,

and

of Problems text.

There

other countries have provided us

with excellent case histories,

that we will witness continu¬

ally stronger effort on the part of many groups

to influence,

to condition and even to prescribe what shall be found in
our Problems texts,
structor.
where

This

and how it shall be

pattern was observable

treated by

the

in¬

in Texas and Arizona

the National Economic Council had through a period of

three years been conducting Economic Council Workshops in
the

High Schools during the summer.

To these workshops,
1

almost as if by command

performance,

Directors of Social Studies,

came administrators,

Problems teachers to the end

that all might clearly comprehend a certain point of view.
This was that

industry in general is very unhappy about the

quality and variety of economic

principles that the high

school senior possesses when he

leaves school.

have been fantastic

in these two states.

Problems was discovered among the
many

instances

and as one

The results

When a course

in

schools of this area in

the text would be a straight Economics affair

instructor said,

"the

instructions for use

in

-71this course are pasted on the jacket,* and this condition
will continue with its increasingly abortive effects until
such time as our school people become completely cognizant
of the import of the situation and decide to do something
about it*

Let us hope that they do not wait too long or do

too little,
Basic Concepts evolved from Chanter VII ”About the
Course Content1* j
1.

Almost universally instructors reported doing
definitive work with their classes,

and pointing

up the need and objectives of such a course,
2.

A group of instructors oriented their groups in
the laws of simple logic and propaganda analysis.

3.

The Lnglish departments usually instructed in
the use of the library and in the use of research
instruments.

4.

The instructors as a whole indoctrinated their
class along the lines of the ideals of American
democratic government.

5.

As a general principle Problems classes considered
the mechanics and functioning of the five levels
of government more frequently than the defects
and possible remedial considerations.

6.

Course items pertaining to political parties, elec¬
tions,

international relations,

taxation and labor-

relations were standard problems.
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The Color Problem, Crime and its treatment, Minor¬
ity Groups and Mental Delinquency were the only
social problems considered by a majority of the
classes o

B.

All the instructors claimed consideration of the
theory and practice of the conflicting ideologies
but tended to become less objective when consid¬
ering the merits and demerits®

9®

There were thirty-six other topics touched on by
five classes or less®

i

CHAPTER VIII

TOOLS USED OR REPORTED USED

CHAPTER VIII

TOOLS USED JH REPORTED USED

Ifftroductiont

It has been

needs no text and few materials«

reported

that a good teacher

We might have little quar¬

rel with the fact that a single text is not necessary but it
was observed that the teachers who were doing the best job
either had in active use several texts, many different kinds
of materials end were aware of the existence of a great deal
;.iors than they were using at the moment.

On the other hand,

it was rather startling to discover that certain instructors
had never heard of certain well known texts,

or documents,

or films or sources of films®
IliBlLlIiA3 Obtained from Tabulated Data--Textbook a s
iable XI points out Challenge of American Democracyr

the most

challenged text in America, was used in nine classrooms either
as a 3*n&le text or as a part of a multiple adoption.

Ameri-

S.g.v®rnment and Politics had been adopted by one school,
£§£££ HR problems by one school, Everyday Problems of
American Democracy, by seven schools, Problems of American
Dy three schools, Economic

Problems of Today by two

schools, American Government by seven schools, Problems in
^HlLlcan government by three schools,

American Government and

£°2. *,?,#. by seven schools, and Contemporary Problems Here
L23± h&-d been adopted by four schools.

These are ac-
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TAB LS XI
TOOLS USED OR REPORTED USED
Texts—
Challenge

rHC\ir0^iOvO£>COC^rHrHrHrHf-ir-4r-<r-lf-ifHC\2C\2C\2C\20JCyC\2C\2C\2C\2tOcOtOtOcOtO

of American Democracy

Am. Government and Politics
Youth Faces

its Problems

Our Changing Social Order
Everyday Prob.

of American Democracy

Government in Action
Problems of American Democracy
Economic Problems of Today
American Government
The Government of the United States
Problems' in American Democracy
American Democracy and Social Policy
Contemporary Problems Here and Abroad
Government and Politics in the U.S.
Sources of Supplementary Pamphlets—
American Education Press-American Medical Association-Anti-Defamation league-Building America Seriesnational league for Civil Liberty-Foreign Policy Association-Keadline SeriesInstitute for Propaganda Analysis-Merrill, Charles E., Publ.-Fational Association of ManufacturersFational Education Association—
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TABLE XII
TOOLS USED OR REPORTED USED
Sources of Supplementary Pamphlets-Fational Institute of Social Relations-national Municipal league —
National Safety Council-Oregon Physicians and Surgeons—
Public Affairs Committee Inc.-Southern Regional Council-Town Hall Advisory Services-United nations

(Dept,

of Public Inform.)-

Government Sources of Supplementary Pamph
Department of Agriculture
Department of Commerce
Department of Interior
Department ojf Justice
Department of Labor
Fed. Cornm. Comm.
Fed. Housing Adm.
Pbd. Security Agency
Fed. Trade Comm.
Films used or reported used-Why We Fight
This is the United States
Trial by Jury
Pictures in your Mind
Room for Discussion
Our Shrinking World
Schools in the South
,
A Criminal is Born
Junior Prom
Industrial Revolution
Does it Matter What you Think
Problems of Housing
Brotherhood of Man
Working Knowledge of the national Govt.
You the People
Boundary Lines
Man One Family
Youth in Crisis
Marriage and Divorce
Parliamentary Procedure
Know your Library
The Mighty Columbia

Qr_j(^2t^sriO^O£>CO(JiOr-iC\2CO'^LO^OCs-OOCT>OrHC\2pQ^iO
HCvitO^in^O^COO^r—IrHr-ft—liHirHrHf—l r-tr-i<.VCv2CV2CV2C\2C\2C\2C\2C\2CV2cQcOcOcOcOcrj
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table XIII
TOOLS USED OR REPORTED USED
_ .'

,

Films used or reported used-PuUlie Opinion
Atomic Power
Great Symphonies
*T8tural Resources of the Pacific
The Bill of Rights
Knowledge-Builders
Strip-film services used-Coronet
Industrial
Few York Times
Society for Visual Education
Magazines and newspapers Subscribed to-American Observer
C oronet
Readers Digest
Time
Fewsweek
U.S. Hews & World Report
Audio-Visual Equipment used or reported usedProjector--Motion Picture
Slide-Strip film
Record Player—In classroom
In office
Broadcasts--Live--Office
In Classroom
Still--iocal station

/

OHC\2tQ^iD<Oi>-COa>0»HC\2cO<tfiO<Of>aOO>0«Hi.‘\2cOsfuO

HQno<tfio<oe‘-coo*HHr-i(-ir-»HHf-iHHc\i«c«cviCYCMCMCMC¥cM*Qtoeo*oioeo

-77knowledged to "be the best Problems texts in the field and
i

were found very frequently in the reference libraries of all
the classes,

particularly those who had not adopted any text

or texts.
Sources of Supplementary Pamphlets:

Materials from

the American Education Press were utilized by
indicated by Table XI.

two schools as

The materials of the American Medical

Association were found in all of the classrooms visited.

One

school used material published by the Anti-Defamation League;
five schools used the Building America Series;

seven schools

regularly got materials from the National Civil Liberties
League; and the publications of the Foreign Policy Associa¬
tion were used by eighteen schools, and the Headline Series
was found in six schools.

The Institute for Propaganda Analy¬

sis sent material to four classrooms;
material from Charles S. Merrill,

one school secured

publisher; all of the

schools reported receiving unlimited materials from the Na¬
tional Association of

Manufacturers, while but two schools

tapped the resources of the National Educational Association,
Seven schools, four of them in Florida, reported receiving
materials from the National Institute of Social Relations;
the National Municipal League sent materials to four schools;
the National Safety Council addressed material to all the
scnools;

the Oregon Physicians and Surgeons contributed ma¬

terial to just two schools; Public Affairs Committee Inc. sent
material to eighteen schools;

the Southern Regional Council
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wae utilized "by three schools;
by five schools;

the United

the Town Hall Advisory Service

Nations Department of

Public

Information was tapped for information by eight schools.
Government Sources of Materiali

Five schools received

material from the Department of Agriculture, eleven from De¬
partment of Commerce,

three from the Department of the Inter¬

ior, four from Justice, fourteen from Labor,
Federal Communication Commission,

four from the

five from the Federal Hous¬

ing Commission, while twenty-six schools received materials
from the Federal Security Agency,

though only three schools

sought information from the Federal Trade Commission.
Films used or reported used*
was shown before seven classes,

The film "You the People *

"Junior Prom"

before six clas¬

ses, while the following films were viewed by five classes or
less5

"forking Knowledge of the Federal Government," "Par¬

liamentary Procedure," "Know Your Library," "Trial by Jury,"
"Room for Discussion," "Boundary Lines," "Man One Family,"
"Pictures in your Mind,"

"Schools in the South," "A Criminal

is Born," "Youth in Crisis," "Does it Matter What you Think,"
"Why We Fight,"

"This is the United States,"

"Industrial Revo¬

lution," "Problems of Housing," "Brotherhood of Man," "Mar¬
riage and Divorce,"

"The Mighty Columbia," "The Bill of Rights,"

"Our Shrinking World," "Public Opinion," "Great Symphonies,"
"Natural Resources of the Pacific," and "Knowledge Builders."
Strip-Film Services Used;

Four schools used films

% '

from Coronet,

ten schools used films obtained from industrial
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concerns,

five schools subscribed to the Few bork Times Strip

Film Service, and two utilized the services of the Society
for Visual Education.
Magazines and newspapers Subscribed to?
Observer was used ip three classes,
the Goronet Magazine,
Magazine,

one school

The American

one class subscribed to

two to the Headers Digest«

two to Time

to Newsweek, and fourteen schools to U.

S. Hews and World Report.
Use of Audio-Visual Equiomenta
.. Mni.'»nr*“» ifrairjTTnrr-Tnrt--iir.iiir

■■ ■ 11 --

-1—nr' nrn fcim wHi.iiwiinrnti rn nwii-rirlrMi- miwr - imJhiir--rrT--t"rv 'cri-nra

All the schools re-

ported using moving picture projectors, and twelve reported
using strip-film and slide projectors.

Six classes had the

use of a record player in the classroom and twelve received
recorded or taped material "piped” from the office.

Three

classes had "live" radio broadcasts right in the classroom,
and eighteen reported that their "live" broadcasts came from
the office.

Eight classes reported working arrangements with

the local radio station for rebroadcasts of news and programs.
General Conclusionss

It will be noted that Table XI

points out that Challenge of American Democracy by Blaich and
Baumgartner is the most popular problems text across the na¬
tion; Everyday Problems of American Democracy by Greenan and
Meredith,

and American Democracy and Social Policy by Walker,

Beach and Adams are tied for second preference; while Contem¬
porary Problems. Here and Abroad by west, Meredith arid Wesley
is in the fourth position.

It is interesting to compare this

study with one made by the Head of the Social Studies Depart-
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ment at the Maine Township High School in Bee Plaines,
nois.

Illi¬

He wanted to know what some of the other high schools

in his enrollment bracket were usins in the Problems classes
for texts.
schools.

He addressed a simple inquiry to two hundred such
His tabulations showed that Challenge of American

'Democracy was used by seventy-five per cent of the schools;
Everyday Problems of American Democracy was second

in popu¬

larity; Problems in American Democracy by Patterson, Little
and Burch a close third, and *roblems of American Democracy
by Horace Kidger in fourth position.
nearly parallel.

The two studies are

It is not unreasonable,

therefore,

that

Challenge ojT American Democracy should be the most criticized
text in the nation among straight Problems texts.
The afore-mentioned "attacks1* on textbooks is having
at once an interesting and a depressing influence on text¬
book writers,

their books and on publishers.

During the

course of the year’s travel the writer had occasion to talk
with the Hew England representative of Ginn and Company of
Boston who have published Macgruder’s American Government
since it first appeared.

The writer had known of several

schools that had abolished the text and it was presumed that
the radio attack on the book would have depressed its sales.
The representative from Ginn and Company produced sales re¬
cords to show that the sales of Maegruder9s Government was
thirty-five per cent in excess of any previous year in its
history.

Apparently all the attack did was to call the at-
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tention of the school men to the fact that not enough atten¬
tion had been lavished on this "classic1*
American Government.

in the field of

In spite of this heart-warming incident

that happened to one of Ginn’s publications,
cern is now in the
lems text,

this same con¬

process of bringing off the press a Prob¬

from the context of which they claim it is impos¬

sible tc lift*1 a subversive, line.

Does this indicate the

direction publishers are going to take in order to produce
documents pleasing to school officials and the public?

Shall

we expect to see the publishers bend in the future before
every whimsical breeze that blows,

lest they displease some

group and thus permit sales to suffer?

The writer talked

with a Problems teacher in Cleveland who reported that he
had the material complete for a new

Problems text,

but that

after visiting a publisher and noting recommended revisions,
he had decided not to publish the book at this time.

It is

a rather chilling experience to follow that sort of thing to
its logical conclusion and contemplate its results on a tenyear basis.
Most large

publishers now have appointed a special

representative to do nothing but keep track of those pres¬
sure groups who are interested in shaping the content of fu¬
ture textbooks.
To show that this sort of thing is not new in modern
times and to also show some of the end results,

the writer

wouid like to cite part of a speech given by Douglas Mac-

-82Arthur before the semi-annual meeting of the Superintendents
of the larger schools which convened in Lob Angeles in Inarch
of 1953«

He told this group assembled of the ideals and the

thinking of the people of Japan before the Second World War.
He explained that the MWar Lords** recognized the fact that
if they were going to bend the people of Japan to their sel¬
fish ends then they must bring heavy pressure to bear on books,
publishers and teachers.

With this in mind,

the "W&r Lords”

set in motion this four point program as chronicled by Gener¬
al MacArthurj

(l) Take a good book and attack its context.

(2) Attack authors and publishers, push the publisher to the
right and bring pressure to bear so that he will publish on¬
ly books that stress an intense nationalism and national
bigotry.

(3)

1 reduce a series of texts slanted to suit the

specific ends in mind.

(Japanese autonomy

(4) Over-emphasize the old institutions,
customs and taboos.
these facts,

in the Far Hast)

the old mores and

General MacArthur offered as commentary

that this program was started in the middle

thirties; by 1940 there was not a teacher or professor left
still on the Job who dared to step an inch beyond dictated
policy.

He went on to explain that after the Occupation of

Japan twenty-eight per cent of the materials in the school
spelling books had to be deleted and eighty per cent of the
context of the history books had to be removed.

The writer

is not going to draw any conclusions except to say that some¬
one has been reading over someone’s shoulder.

And this story
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should be told to every teacher,

every publisher, every au¬

thor and every administrator in the nation.
As a general principle teachers were not utilizing
the available sources of pamphlets and other materials;

on

the other hand, a great many agencies were flooding the tea¬
cher’s desk with unsolicited information.
mg, statement does not exclude

This rather sweep-

the many federal Agencies and

Departments.
The use of films was sporadic across the nation.

Al-

i, without exception the schools had made some provision
cm personnel to act as Audio-Visual Directors or Supervisors,
hiii the number of i liras actually used or reported used varied
enormously*

Some systems had their own film libraries and

apparently unlimited resources;

other schools used only ren¬

ted films from some of the nationally recognised libraries;
others were located near enough to University Audio-Visual
^enters bo that they had easy access to large numbers of
Tot infrequently

schools would view a film at the

local theatre.
l&hie XaII establishes the wide popularity of the maga¬
zine U.O. Uews and forld He^ort as a basis for keeping up to
date about the news of the world.

This magazine,

aware of

f•

i --j popularj

at toe school level has gone out of its way

to produce an unusual number of guides, commentaries,
see on

HQuiz-

^ews*" that have been very attractive both to tea¬

chers and students.
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In the audio branch of instructional tools, a surpris¬
ingly small number of schools used recordings.

There are some

permanent series of records that were not used around the
nation,

rui te a number of classes listened to disc or tape

recordings of the news or of some program.

The problems of

scheduling prevented a great many of the classes from listen¬
ing to "live51 broadcasts.

One ingenious instructor in Te. 1-

lahassee, as mentioned in another chapter, had a direct wire
from the local radio studio, which was just around the corner
from hie classroom.

In this same class one of the students

worked at the local radio studio and came in every morning
armed with the Associated aria United xress news

tape,

thus

making possible a daily news round-up,
EsBi-C—C.OK_c.e_f'_tfi evolved from Chapter VIII "Tools Used
or Reported Used1*
1.

The two most popular Problems texts are Challenge
-

■■ m» I ..

, Jnifa I —a

of American Democracy and Everyday Problems of Ameri¬
can Democracy,

These texts were used in nearly half

of the classes visited,
2,

Only five sources of supplementary pamphlets were
utilized by a simple majority of the classes.

They

were the American Medical Association, Foreign
Policy Association, national Association of Manu¬
facturers,

the rational Safety Council and the Fed¬

eral Security Agency,

,

3

All Glasses used materials from some government

-85agency at some time during the course of the year.
4.

Twenty-eight motion picture films were reported
used and were shown a total of eighty-two times.
The most popular films shown were;
ledge of the Federal Government,"

"Working Enow"Parliamentary

Procedure," "Know Your library," "Trial by Jury,"
"Boom for Discussion," and "Boundary Lines."

ITo

single film was shown before more than seven clas¬
ses.
5.

Four strip-film services were utilized.

6.

Of six newspapers or magazines reportedly subscribed
to,

7.

the most popular was U.3. lews and World Report.

All classes had access to motion picture film pro¬
jectors, and the only other audio-visual tool re¬
portedly used by a majority of classes was that of
“live" broadcasts "piped" through the office.

CHAPTER IX

METHODS ABD approaches USED OR reported used

CHAPTER IX

METHODS AND APPROACHES USED OR REPORTED USED

Introduction8

The writer must confess that it was a

difficult task to record tabulations against the items in
Tables XIV, XV, XVI, and XVII that would have real meaning
and value for the total study.

As a general practice the

individual items were read to the Problems instructor and
his reaction would be recorded.

In many instances the ex¬

tensions of these items served as a reminder to the instruc¬
tor of practices that he was once acquainted with,

or had

used once upon a time but had been neglected with the pas¬
sage of time®

And the instructor, wishing perhaps to make

a good score on the writer’s multiple tabulations, might
lay claim to certain devices or practices that either were
not a part of his normal procedure or that he touched on
very lightly.

This might be forgivable but it was neverthe¬

less disconcerting and confusing to the tabulator.

These

comments are made without malice and are made only to serve
as a background for the foregoing tables.

llMlnif^PJwt,^iag,a.JL&P,u;u,tfi4^
In regard to the time-honored Socratio method of question
and answer, none of the thirty-five instructors said that
they used it occasionally,

twenty-one reported that they used

it frequently and fourteen admitted to using it regularly.
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ISTKGDS OF INSTRUCTION USED OR REPORTED USED
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TABLE XV
METHODS USED
Devices used in making
reports—

Oi-tCUt^^m^£^COO>OrHCUl^sriOtOOGOa>OrH<.\2cQNtf
rHCV2rO^iO<O£>00a>Hr-lr-tr4r-ir-lr-<r-tr-i.--tC\2C\2C\iCVC\2C\iC\2C\2C\2C\2tOcQcOcOcO

Single Reports
Panels
Debates
Mock Sessions
Models
Charts
Diagrams
Socio-grams
Rec orders

Does each committee
Oral
person submit report- -Written
Are conclusions noted
following speakers,
Mfie Id trips”--

Oral
Written
Recorded

Devices used in
securing data--

Magazines
Newspapers
Radio-TV
Other teachers
Administrators
lay persons
Books
Pamphlets
Comm, field trips
Class field trips

Are students instructed Sources of inform,
on-How to interview
Visiting speakers
Field trips
Do you have a news round-up--Daily
Weekly
Do you use the committee approach here-Method of Dissemination--Teacher orally
Student orally
Combination T. & S.
Live-wire feed-in
Recorded feed-in
Orally outside perscn
Does the class enter Essay Contests-Have you done Col. Citizenship Ed. Work--

l- 35
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TABLE XVI
METH3DS USED
Have the faculty cooperated
in C,S.P. work--

Are research materials readily
available in the room--

Or-iC\2cO*31lO;CC>'-aOO>OiHCv2DOsrtO<C>C'‘COa>OrHCV2cOs?iO
H0Jc0^i0UDO000»H(-lrHHHr-irir-iHr-»CV2C\2C\2C\2C\2C\2CV2C\2CV2Cs2c0t0e0c0c0c0

Poorly
Fairly well
Satisfac tory
Unusually well
None
Some
Considerable
Much
All

Are lib, Fac. available within sch. prog.-Field Trips-Police Department
Fire Department
C ourts
Mines
newspapers
Water Front
United Hat ions
Capitol in Washington
State Legislature
Open meeting of local Govt,
Pts. of historical interest
national Parks
State Parks
School Board Meeting
Another school
Another state
Stock Exchange
Election Headquarters
National Convention
Atomic Museum (Oak Ridge)
Sess. of subversive investigation
Banks
Federal Reserve Banks
Colleges & Universities
Irrigation Projects
Stock Yards
Reclamation Dams
Smelters
Hospitals (V.A.)
Mental Hospitals
Social Agencies
Hiring Halls (Longshoreman)
Lumbering Operations
Tree Nurseries
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TABLE XVII
METHODS USED

OHajro^ifi^^cocooHcv’io^LOvor-cocTiOHegco^in
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teachers checked on the matter took the

position that there was no substitute for this traditional
approach in ascertaining answers to certain types of situa¬
tions or questions*
Instructor Reading- from Text?
that he frequently would read from the

One instructor said
text or reference

book for a period of ten to fifteen minutes upon occasion,
and two instructors,

one reporting and one observed, are

tabulated as resorting to reading from the printed page
more or less regularly®
The lecture Method;

Quite a number of the instruc¬

tors interviewed, particularly those in Hew England and the
South felt that there was considerable to be said for the
lecture method*

Of the total number, nine said that they

lectured twenty-five per cent of the time,

twenty-four re¬

ported lecturing fifty per cent of the time, and one or two
suggested that they lectured about seventy-five per cent of
the time*
All instructors reported that they expected their
students to keep notes and all but one said that they pro¬
vided guides for the keeping of notes*
Use of the "Problem-Solving* Techniques

When asked

if they employed the "problem solving technique" fifteen in¬
structors out of thirty-five interviewed said that they did
occasionally,

eleven reported using this approach frequently,

and nine said they used the method regularly.

-92Y/here the classes were large there was a pronounced
tendency to use this technique less than where the classes
averaged below thirty students enrolled.

Twenty-three in¬

structors reported briefing their classes on the use of this
procedure orally, and twelve reported that they oriented
their classes by the use of mimeographed material and by oral
explanation.
Use of the Committee System?

In regard to the use of

the "Committee System" twenty-nine instructors reported using
the method on a unit basis,

twelve said that they used i%

on a monthly basis and three reportedly used the system on
a yearly basis.
Twenty-one held the view that committee chairmen
should be appointed by the teacher.

Thirteen said that for

the most part, committee chairmen were elected by the members
of the class, and three teachers said that they asked first
for volunteers before making appointments.
In the procurement of committee members,

twelve tea-

chers said that they made the appointments feeling that they
alone were in a position to judge the relative abilities,
dispositions and skills of the members.

Fourteen of the in¬

structors said that committee members were elected by the
class,

or appointed by the chairman.

And twenty suggested

that they depended upon the volunteer method,
gestion,

before making appointments.

or class sug¬

Ten instructors said

that they used a combination of the three methods to create

-93their committees.
rineteen teachers reported that they consulted with
or counselled each committee chairman separately at least
once during the development of a "problem."
Of the total number of teachers interviewed thirtyone reported that they discussed committee procedure with
their classes.

A considerable number reported that copies

of mimeographed instructions Vvere also given to the class.
How Findings were Reported*

In reporting committee

findings eighteen instructors said that they had the stu¬
dents report formally either by single report,
of a panel or debate,

or as a part

nineteen said that they asked for

report of findings in an informal fashion, usually through
the enrichment of class discussion;

in a few instances find¬

ings were reported by individual committee members to the
chairman of the committee.

Twenty-four teachers used the

oral presentation of findings and twenty-four asked for a
written report of findings.

A clearer impression of what

the various classes did would be arrived at when it is noted,
as Table XIV points out,

that all but two of the classes

used all of the procedures or part of the methods during
the course of the year.
to give these reports,

As to the

particular medium used

Table XIV points out that all the

classes used single reports at some time or other during
the course of the school year.

Twenty-seven classes used

panels of from three to six students as a method of making

-94reports.

'*hat this meant in many instances was that the

panel would be made up of the members of a single committee
with the committee chairman presiding over the panel.
bates were used by six classes.

Mock sessions of such things

as state legislatures, United Nations Assembly,
court of law, were utilized by

De¬

three classes.

or of a
Models were

used by three classes; charts and diagrams were both claimed
as methods of reporting findings by all of the classes ob¬
served.

Socio-grams were reported by three classes, and re¬

corders were used by seven schools.

In this event the disc

or tape would be set aside and played back before the same
class,

or would be used before another class for comparative

purposes.

Conclusions arrived at by the class were noted

orally and recorded in notebooks by thirty-three classes,
and these conclusions were recorded by seven of the classes,
again for comparative purposes.

In twenty-three classes

each committee member made an oral report, and then made writ¬
ten reports.
Sources of Data?
cording to Table XIV,

All of the instructors reported, ac¬

that they informed their classes on

the sources of information.

Six teachers briefed their clas¬

ses on the proper methods of conducting an interview,

and

thirty-two instructors gave their classes instructions on
the conduct of field trips.

In regard to devices or sources

used in securing data or evidence,

the total number of in¬

structors ieported the use of magazines, newspapers, books

-95and pamphlets.
used,

Thirty-two said

that class field trips were

twenty-four said that data was secured from lay per¬

sons either while serving as a speaker or when "being inter¬
viewed^

Five reported that individual committee field trips

were employed to secure information, four reported that in¬
formation would be obtained from other teachers and three
said that administrators were either interviewed or asked
to speak before the group.,
Afffe ws .Hound-Up%

To the question,

"Bo you have a

news round up?* eleven reported that they had a round-up on
Two reported

a daily basis and twenty-six. on a weekly hasis•
u^ing the committee approach at this point.

Table XIV in¬

dicates that the method of dissemin&tion was rather constant
with all the classes using a combination of teacher-student
oral presentation.

One class had a Mlive-feed-inw and three

classes had a recorded tsfeed~in.**
jig-gay..Pohtests:

Five classes entered essay contests

or combination essay and oratorical contests®

Such contests

are conducted annually by the American Legion and by the
Knights of Phythiae in some sections of the country.
U-.Q,umbiti ya vizenbhip hd.ucation ,Pro j e c12

Tw0 instrue —

tors had been assigned the duties of school representatives
to follow the recommendations of the Columbia Citizenship
Education Project.

One reported that the faculty had coop¬

erated fairly well and the other said that he had
poor support from the faculty,

received

the standard arguments being

-96tnat the rest of the faculty felt that the project tepre¬
sented an imposition on their classroom time#
of Kesearch Materials;

When asked if

the research materials were readily available in the room,
one teacher said that none of it was available on this ba¬
sis;

ten said that some of it was available; fourteen said

that considerable of the necessary materials were readily
available, and three of the 'instructors said that most of
it was readily available *

This was true

in the instances

where there was a separate library or room adjoining the
classroom in which all materials could be gathered and
filed.
Eljg-ld Tripes

Table XVI indicates that twelve clas¬

ses visited the local Police Station, eleven visited the
lira Department, six visited local points of historical

in¬

terest, five visited either regular banks or branches of the
Federal Reserve system, four schools visited newspaper
plants,

open meetings of local government,

-nge, ana sessions of the local court.

school board meet-

Three schools vi~

s*ted the United hations, a nearby college or university, a
local irrigation project,

some oi

the election headquarters oi

the local social agencies,

one party or another and three

classes visited some point of interest in another state.
Two classes visited the water front,

the state legislature,

a Federal 'deserve hank, a reclamation dam,
operation.

or a lumbering

One school visited some one of these:

the Capi-
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the Stock Exchange, another school,

the

Atomic Museum at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, a session of the House
Un-American Activities Oomraittee, and a longshoremen’8 hiring
hall.
Projects and Conferencest

Table XVII notes that two

Problems classes attended the Hew York Herald Tribune Forum
conducted in October of each year*
tions Orientation Conferences^

Two attended United na¬

one being held at the Univer¬

sity of California and the other at Stanford University.
One class engaged in a national election project that started
in June and ended with the election the first Tuesday after
the first Monday in November.
conservation project.
School in Portland,

One class engaged in a school

The Problems class at Jefferson High

Oregon takes part in the Tallamock Burn

Reforestation Project,

that is school wide in scope and has

had a great deal of publicity at the national level.

One

school developed an auxiliary unit that worked with one of
the local social agencies.
Post-Instruction Evaluative Practices:

Tab1e XVII

points out that only four administrations require periodic
examinations,

though the other thirty-one Problems instruc¬

tors give periodic examinations.

Sight of this group of

thirty-one examine on a weekly basis, four on a monthly ba¬
sis and nineteen on a unit basis.

Table XVII further shows

that all of the instructors check for factual knowledge in
these examinations,

twenty-five check for new skills,

twenty-
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five check for new concepts,

sixteen for new attitudes, and

seventeen for new appreciations <,
hr e - Instruct jo n Evaluat i ve Prac 11 c_e_a a

Table XVII es¬

tablishes that five instructors conducted pre-instruction
checks in their classes on factual knowledge,
for concepts,

three for skills,

three checked

three for attitudes and three

for appreciatione•
Evaluative Devices Used;

One instructor according

to Table XVII used a standardized test of an objective na¬
ture; all of the instructors used teacher-made objective
tests, and subjective tests®
evaluate by observation,

All instructors claimed to

one instructor utilized the ser¬

vices of another teacher or teachers;

this same teacher also

employed the students in his class to evaluate each other
and each student to evaluate himself from the point of view
of increased skills, new appreciations and new attitudes®
Two instructors worked out a basis of judgment and asked
their students to judge them®
Table XVII shows that all but one of the instructors
compared evaluation results with course or problem objectives
originally established®

Unhaopily, as yet, no Problems in¬

structor or administrator

has attempted to evaluate the

concepts, attitudes and appreciations of the high school
graduate after he has been out of school for a period of
years«
General Conclusions?

In certain areas the problems

-99ins true tors took the attitude that the quickest method of
getting the maximum amount of factual information to the
student and equipping him with the necessary skills, atti¬
tudes and appreciations is through the lecture method*

Ac¬

cepted educational practice notwithstanding this position is
seriously and staunchly held in certain areas with probably
!?ew England being the worst offender*

The proponents of

this position try to strengthen their position by suggest¬
ing that when the high school senior reaches college he will
ait in classes where the lecture approach is standard, and
therefore why not acquaint him in high school with this
method?

Teachers will further defend this method by claim¬

ing, and of course with a certain amount of Justification,
that the lecture and the question and answer method are far
more considerate of the energies of the teacher than is the
case with the "committee approach.*

This thesis is suppor¬

ted in part by this general observation that the ‘"committee
system1* was used more by instructors under forty than over
forty*

The matter of amount of training and when the train¬

ing was acquired would have a bearing on this situation al¬
so*

The opponents of the "comrnittee approach1* or those who

oppose the entire * problem-solving technique14 in fact claim
that a great deal of time is wasted.

It is claimed that

much student committee work is without purpose, and without
the presence of close adult supervision the research is
shallow and many of the findings are without point.

And
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again there does seem to he a great deal of lost energy, and
the teaoher sitting on the side-lines while committee work
is in progress must resist the temptation to intervene when
for the moment time would he saved*

In counter to this the

observer talked with many instructors who held the view that
the *hemming and hawingw

in committee work is basically a

fine educational experience,

that growth is taking place and

the over-all product will be a great deal better.

As a mat¬

ter of record the writer has sat in a few adult committee
meetings where there was a great deal of 11 hemming and hawing*
and an enormous amount of lost time.

In view of the fact

that our citizenry seems to be committed to join a great
many organizations during the course of his active career
and that sort of thing leads to a great many committee ap¬
pointments,

perhaps some lost time and energy could be saved

at the adult level if more time is spent on committee work
at the student level.
Contrary to tabulated claims which in many instances
were rather sweeping claims in regard to class use of the
problem-solving technique” and class orientation to its pro¬
cedure and use, there were some observed weaknesses.

First

the writer gained the impression in some instances that the
instructor made no attempt,

or little attempt to re-orient

or strengthen the class in the use of the ttcommittee ap¬
proach.”

Findings would show lack of penetrating research;

either the data would be too scanty,

or it would be poorly

-Un¬
documented,

or the whole report failed to accomplish its

avowed purpose,.

Second, committee findings, as reported,

were not properly discussed, and the conclusions were poor¬
ly assayed.

As a general observation,

too few classes com¬

pared results accomplished with the objectives which the
class and the teacher together had established.

Third,

most oral reports were made in a fashion which showed lit¬
tle regard for good speech,
porting.

or rather for interesting re¬

Admittedly the problems class is not a speech

class, but a natural opportunity was missed by many instruc¬
tors to encourage good platform conduct in organization and
presentation.

In the same connection most committee chair¬

men reflected poor instruction of effective methods in in¬
troduction of speakers and in setting forth the purpose of
the committee and in summarizing the panel discussion or
the total panel and class discussion at the end.
matters,

These

if adjusted, would have added quality to the pre^

sentations and would have engendered increased class in¬
terest.

These commentaries do not imply a brief for a sty¬

lized form, but if good diction and platform presence justify specific courses in other parts of the curriculum, a
moment spent in their behalf under these conditions would
be time well invested.

As a side thought, perhaps this

condition reflects questionable training practices in the
Speech Department.

The fourth general weakness observed

was that the training in the Problems class to the end that
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the student might acquire new skills, new attitudes and ap¬
preciations was seldom at the practical level in the school
life beyond the walls of the problems classroom*

In other

words in a majority of instances the newly acquired concepts
and skills and appreciations were never laboratory-tested
in the run-of-the-mill life of the school.

This represents

a lapse in follow-through of the scientific approach.

This

leads to the last defect that has been barely mentioned un¬
der specific conclusions and it is simply an extension of
this last indictment mentioned.
single

And it is this:

in not a

instance did either the instructor or any administra¬

tor attempt to evaluate the wearing qualities of the class¬
room acquired concepts, appreciations and attitudes.

Fun¬

damentally,

if not

then, what was the purpose of the course,

to favorably and positively condition the reactions,
titudes,

the mental sets of tomorrow’s citizen?

the at¬

A continu¬

ance of this error will simply mean that this new course that
we set in motion in 1925 will become just another "ivorytower” academic course with no real or worthwhile purpose.
In this connection,

though,

the writer had the satisfaction

of knowing that two instructors who had been casting around
for subjects for doctoral research decided that this would
be the field of their pursuit.

So perhaps in the next five

years there will come into existence evaluative criteria
which can and will be applied to this problem.
has been accomplished,

when this

then perhaps we will know the true

-103quality of our teaching in the classroom, and perhaps then
and only then will we know whether the young democratic prac¬
titioner of eighteen years of age is an excited,

effective

and intelligent democratic practitioner at twenty-five years
or even thirty, after he has joined certain groups and been
subject to a climate of opinion and thinking unlike that
which surrounds him in the classroom*
E&flig.—JSy.olved Concepts from Chapter

"rethoda or

Approaches. .Paed or Reported Used" s
le

Question and answer and lecture methods were used
by all instructors about half of the class

2.

time.

All instructors reported using the wproblem-solv¬
ing*1 approach some of the time.

Twenty-five per

cent used it regularly.
3.

??ot enough time is spent by the instructor in
orienting the members of the class to the proce¬
dural aspects of the committee system and the
skills associated with it.

4.

Findings are reported most frequently by single
reports, diagrams,

5.

or charts.

Universally classes are required to keep writ¬
ten notes of class happenings.

6.

Newspapers, magazines and the radio are the chief
sources of research information.

7.

All classes have a news-round-up at least once
a week.

■

.

CHAPTER X

OBSERVER’S SVaLUATION OF INSTRUCTORS

•

v'

>

OBSERVER'S EVALUATION OF IKSTRUGTORS

Introduction;

The purpose of Table XVIII was to ar¬

rive at an over-all judgment of the

individual instructors

through a tabulation of the teacher’s personal characteris¬
tics and his skill in the conduct of the class*

The basic

items listed in Table XVIII as well as the sub-dlvisiona
are entirely the product of the writer’s thinking, and were
selected because they seemed to provide a fairly accurate
and comprehensive evaluation of all teacher qualities that
influence the quality of instruction, and which have not
been tabulated in other parts of the study*

This idea also

appeared reasonable that each of these evaluative items are
inter-related and that a variance up or down in the items
of any one category would be reflected in the observed rat¬
ing in the others.

For a case in points

a consistently low

rating in all or a part of the separate items in Table XVIII
with the exception of control, would have a specific bear¬
ing on the final tabulation under this classification.

Simi

larly, a low rating in control would be reflected in several
of the other ratings listed.
Findings Obtalned-from. Xafr:alj^le^^
Instructors

As noted in Table XVIII,

. of

twenty-nine of the to¬

tal number of thirty-five problems instructors observed were
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TABLE XVIII
OBSERVERS EVALUATION OP INSTRUCTORS
Personality of Teacher—
Personal app. & Dress- -Attrac tive
Neat hut Dull
Unkempt
Voice--Pleasing and Expressive
Average
Monotonous and Dreary
Manner--Solicits Confidence
Neither repells or attracts
Re pells
Enthusiasm—Vital
Just another class
Bored
Control-Complete without obvious effort
Complete with obvious effort
Fair control with no effort
Pair control with obv. effort
Poor with no effort
Poor with obvious effort
Student reaction to
Is attracted to both
teacher and Course- -(5 Pts. credit)
Barely concealed dislike
Scholarship of Teacher—Superior
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Demonstrated
skill in
teaching--

Arr. at wise objectives
Organization of class
Use of motivating devices
Regard for ind. differences
Ability to direct not dominate
Is class contin. and purposeful
Do techniques
Pacts
show primary New skills
interest in— New arch, attit.
New appreciations

Do evaluative devices show int.
Over-all evaluation—Superior
Excellent
Good
Pair

in sk. att.--

LA2fO*^iOlDr>-CX)a>rHfHrHr-frHHfHiHrHrHC\2C\2OJCV2C\2C\2C^C\iC\2C\2rOtOeOcO£<0tO
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rsted as attractive in personal appearance and dress and six
were noted as neat "but dull.

In voice rating the table shows

that twenty-four had pleasing, expressive voices, nine an
average voice and two were rated as monotonous and dreary.
The tabulated evidence in regard to the manner of the tea¬
cher shows that twenty-nine of the total number solicit con¬
fidence among the members of the class, while six we re rated
as neither repelling or attracting the members of the class.
Pertaining to enthusiasm,

the table points out that twenty-

seven were rated as vital, while eight instructors gave the
impression that this was just another class, and the presence
of one more visitor more or less was of no great consequence.
Teacher control of the class varied somewhat but not
so much as was anticipated by the writer.

Table XVIII points

out that sixteen instructors maintained complete control
without obvious effort, eight had complete control but with
obvious effort.

Wine teachers realised a fair degree of

control without obvious effort, and two of the teachers had
a rated control of fair with obvious effort.

The writer did

not witness a single example of what could be rated as poor
control.
Hating the scholarship of the individual instructors
was a difficult and highly subjective task, and again the
evidence was gathered from many sources.

Table XVIII notes

that five teachers were rated as superior in scholarship,
fifteen were rated as excellent and fifteen also were tabu-

107la ted aa good.
Pempstrated Skill

In. .Teachings

Table XVIII points

out that twenty-two of the total number of teachers arrived
at wise or acceptable objectives for the course.

Twenty-

two also achieved, a very acceptable decree of class

organiza¬

tion for the various projects or problems undertaken.

In

fourteen cases through the medium of observed evidence or
reported instances,

the impression was gained that there was

an adequate use of motivating devices, utilized in fourteen
classrooms *
Differencess

There was an ap¬

parent regard for individual differences in seventeen class¬
rooms.

Tbir does not necessarily mean that all of the in¬

structors did not have some regard for this principle, rather
the tabulations point to those instructors who apparently
followed this idea as a regular course of action.

The abil¬

ity of the instructor to direct but not dominate was evi¬
denced quite clearly in thirteen classrooms, whereas in some
of the other twenty-one classes observed the instructor
determined the content,

the committee chairman,

the members

of the individual committee and finally dominated all discus¬
sions.

These were teacher-centered classes, and happily

pure examples of this variety were in the minority.
ing to Table XVIII,

Accord¬

procedural techniques in the classroom

demonstrated a primary interest in facts in nineteen schools,
new skills in twenty-five schools, new or changed attitudes
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in twenty-two schools and new appreciations in nineteen
schools.

A comparison between Tables XIV and XVIII will

point out a high incident of occurrence between those

in¬

structors who accent lecture and question and answer methods
and those instructors who seem to be primarily interested
in student acquisition of facts.

Conversely,

there is a

high degree of correlation between those instructors who
use the "problem-solving" technique regularly and those who
put premium on new concepts, new or changed attitudes and
new appreciations and skills.

It must be remembered, though

that a shadow is cast over this conclusion when we recall
that the larger the class the greater was the tendency to
use the ^committee approach.**
Do Evaluative Devices T#st for Skills. Coneejltj|_amL
Attitudes? g

In spite of the tabulated results that show

the high incidence of teacher interest in factors other than
fact, Table XVIII further establishes that only twelve of
the total number of teachers definitely planned their evalu¬
ative materials to check skills, concepts, appreciations and
attitudes.

This is still another indication of a lack of

follow-through in class development, where the original ob¬
jectives as set forth at the beginning of the course or the
project were not checked properly at the end of the course
or project.

*

The Writer*s Over-all Evaluation of Each Instructor;
As indicated in the introduction to this study,

the writer
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elected to tabulate results
across

the nation.

in thirty-five rroblema classes

It will be recalled that the schools

visited for the most part enrolled between a thousand and
two thousand students and that these schools were selected
because of their acknowledged leadership in the field of
secondary education.

As table XVIII indicates,

used a four-point ratings
fair.

the writer

superior, excellent, good and

This provided ample range for spread anu, as noted

in the table, encompasses the entire group visited in a
very satisfactory manner.

The tabulated report is

the thirty-five teachers observed,

that of

seven are rated as super¬

ior teachers, twelve as excellent teachers, fifteen as good
teachers and one as a fair teacher.
Genera 1 0After visiting a great many
schools and observing, at least in passing,
dreds of teachers,

literally hun¬

the matter of dress fell into so many

very definite patterns that now if the writer should see a
teacher in any section of
mally are in school,

the country attired as they nor¬

it would be quite possible to indicate

the section from which they came.

For instance,

in the New

England and Hew York areas, both the men and women teachers
dressed very well.

The men might wear a sports jacket with

odd trousers with a white or colored snirt and tie, all of
9

excellent tailoring and quality.
through the South,

From Washington, D.G.,

the South-best ana North-West,

the writer

does not recall having seen a single sports Jacket,

rather
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the set pattern was a business suit and a white shirt•
ing the course

of the year,

Dur¬

the writer had occasion to visit

a great many service clube and throughout the area just men¬
tioned the attire for men would he a business suit and a
white shirt*
state,

In the Mid-West from Denver to western Hew York

sport shirts without jackets were the general rule.

In this area the distaff side was the better attired of the
species.

This casual mid-western pattern was thought to be

t;ie rule in the Far West,

and it came as something of a

bnoCi:t to ^iscover that

this,

as in many other aspects of

their educational program and their way of life,
the South-West and Far West exhibited

in

the characteristicB

that are standard with other people who live
new sections

people

in comparatively

of the nation.

In commenting on Table XVIII,

the writer would like

to note as he has noted at the conclusion of other chapters
that the tabulations were made when everyone,

students ^

well as teachers, were presumably on. their best behavior.
T;ie writer took little consolation

in the knowledge

tnis situation was no better or no worse

than it

that

is with

teacners filling out questionnaires for those pursuing doc¬
toral studies.

In order to get a cross-check,

the writer

"ould occasionally call up the Director of Social Studies
or the Superintendent or Principal,

and,

after indicating

hlS niisslon* wuld seek permission to visit a class where
Mgh level work was being done

in Problems classes.

In-

-in¬

variably this would mean that the instructor selected for
the morrow’s visitation would be forewarned and fore-arrned,
and the quality of instruction was in these instances par¬
ticularly good *

If the quality continued through three or

four classes, under the same instructor for a period of
days, and
ions,

if interviews with this instructor produced opin¬

observations and methods of the same high level,

first impressions might be confirmed.
rule,

then

Though as a general

there seemed to be & tapering off process back to

?/hat presumably was normal tempo.
% consulting Table XVIII,

it will be observed that

®e a general principle those teachers who demonstrated good
personal appearance, a pleasant voice, a solicitous manner
and a vital enthusiasm also achieved the maximum of control
with the least amount of effort.

A reference to Tables XIV

and XVJrj will also indicate the truth of this general prin¬
ciple that those instructors who regularly used the "commit¬
tee system

in connection with the "problem-solving tech¬

nique," even though they characteristically had a condition
that one instructor defined as "organized disorder,** never¬
theless these instructors had a tendency to draw high rat¬
ings in the matter of control.

ter X "Observer* p
Evaluation of Instructors"s
lm

The avera^e Problems instructor was attractive
in person and in dress.
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The vast majoritur had pleasing voices, were soli¬
citous of their students* welfare,

and were en¬

thusiastic about their work.
Control throughout the thirty-five schools visited
was very good.
In the majority of classes the student reacted
favorably to both the teacher and the course.
The scholarship of the average teacher was rated
from good to excellent.
The average instructor demonstrated a fair de¬
gree of skill in setting up objectives,
the class and developing the problems,

organizing
but there

was demonstrated a general tendency to not proper¬
ly evaluate and compare results achieved against
ends sought.
More instructors still evidenced, an interest in
factual content than in skills, appreciations and
attitudes,

though most of the instructors were

very much aware of the significance of the lat¬
ter.
On a four point rating scale of fair, good,
cellent and superior,

ex¬

the majority of the tea¬

chers grouped in the good to excellent category.

CHAPTER XI

COHOXU3IOH

CHAPTER XI

carrcius&sr
Introductiont

For purposes of describing the

typical

situation, a hypothetical school and room and teacher are
described below.

The material is all taken from the preced¬

ing chapters and is based on the total study.
...Information!

The city of Retro-

polls is situated in the geographical center of the nation.
It has a popu1aticn of bC0,0CO people, with a wids distri¬
bution of industries and wealth#
schools in the city,

There are three, high

two of them academic in nature and the

tnird is devoted to training in technical vocations*

One

of the academic high schools is located on the outskirts of
the city neighboring, the batter residential urea,

the

is located in what used to be the heart of the city#

other
The

patrons of this school are mixed as to occupation and gain¬
ful employment.

The sons and daughters of the laboring

classes attend this school as do the children of those cleri¬
cally employed, and those from professional and executive
homes*

This latter school is the average school.

The plant

is about twenty years old and the enrollment is two thousand
students *

The school day starts at eight in the morning and

closes officially at 3s30 in the afternoon.
this high school is the Lincoln High School*

The name of
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Peraonnelt
principal,

The school has a principal and one vice¬

It has the services of a city-wide Director of

Social Studies as well as a Director of Audio-Visual Educa¬
tion of the same status, both with offices in the Board of
Education Building located in the business section of the
city.

The subject fields at Lincoln High Sohocl are depart¬

mentalized.

The head of the Department of Social Studies

does not supervise teaching in his department.

Rather he is

in control of materials, he takes an inventory at the end of
the year and submits requisitions for new materials at the
same time.

Departmental materials are stored in his office,

which is also equipped with a steel filing cabinet, a type¬
writer, a mimeograph machine,

two

tables,

three chairs and

a desk and chair for himself.
Academic Freedom?

The principal reports that the pub¬

lic relations program of the school system as a whole should
be rated as excellent or next to the top on a four point
scale.

Speaking for Lincoln High School, he claims that the

teachers in his staff enjoy an excellent degree of academic
freedom on the same four point scale.

The instructors in

general and the Problems teachers in particular are about
equally divided*

those in the field of the social studies

feel that they enjoy an excellent degree of academic free¬
dom; those in other fields say that the conditions are su¬
perior.
ior.

The observed degree of freedom was fair to super-
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The Instructora

The principal personally introduced

me to his best Problems instructor, a man of forty-five years
of age.

He is attractive in drees and personal appearance®

He has a pleasing voice, ha is vitally interested in his
students and in his subject field,

in that order.

He is

cordial to the writer and very much interested in the wri¬
ter’s project.

Subsequent interviews turn up the informa¬

tion that he has sixteen to twenty hours of college credit
in the field of Education and about twenty hours in the field
of the social studies.

He reports that he has one course in

"Methods of Teaching the Social Subjects,” and that he had
no apecific introduction to "Methods in Teaching Problems.*
He has a five period teaching schedule, with one
study period, and he assists as supervisor of one extracurricula school activity•
ches,

Of the five classes that he tea¬

three are in Problems,

one in American History, and

one in World History that he thoroughly dislikes.

One hun¬

dred and sixty-five students sit in his five classes.

He

reports that he has never been singled out for attack but
admits that there was a local flurry about Frank Mac gruder’s
ag^jean government, but that the school authorities held
the line and the attack died.
Bis scholarship rating will be nearer excellent than
good.

He has been in the teaching profession since gradua¬

ting from college, having spent a period of years in some
smaller system.

He has been teaching Problems in the ten

-116years that he has "been at Lincoln High School.
The Room:

Room 210 is traditional,

and desks are fixed,

the forty seats

the floors are wooden and saturated

with oil, and the lighting is only acceptable.

The black¬

board space is adequate to meet the needs of the class,
the storage space is considerably less than ideal.

and

Tnere

is a table beside his desk, but there are no other tables
in the room.

In one corner of the room are some open shelves

which store reference materials.

The closet on the inside

wall to his left contains his personal clothes, and as many
other materials as it can hold.

The entire rear wall is

reserved for tack-board space which holds clippings, charts,
brochures and class lists that show signs of frequent change.
One open map case is located over the black-board back of
his desk.
The Class:

The Problems class has thirty-five members

grouped on a heterogeneous basis.
class are colored.

Two of the members of the

The class as a whole represents a good

cross section of home backgrounds and occupations.
that they are of average ability.
college.

Of the other half,

ried immediately,

He says

Half of them will go to

some of the girls will get mar¬

the boys will either go to the local trade

school for a year or will go directly to work.
The Course:

The instructor reports that this is a

straight course in Problems of American Democracy and that
before the year is complete the class will consider the major

- XI7 -

economic, social and political problems in, American life.
He notes that the course is required of all members of the
Senior class and that United States History is a Junior pre¬
requisite to the course.

He adds that the course will be

conducted on a diagnostic basis with objective considera¬
tion lor all aspects of the problems considered.

He points

to a copy of The Challenge of American Democracy, and indi¬
cates that it is the class text, but adds that on the open
shelves are from three to five copies of Everyday Problems
—

-°-'0aT.k°X> a dozen copies of American Government

leit over from another period as well as multiple copies of
severs! of the other popular texts in the field.

He admitted

tnat he would have liked a multiple text adoption but that
funds would not permit it at this time.
4"?lte of th® single text, he notes that the spoolf"° pro,jIe"!a considered by the class during the year will be
determined or. a communal basis with the students and the in-octor .Marian

n >,ue determination.

length on the procedure employed.

He elaborated at some

Several days are sot *-

siae curing the first two weeks when the class, through- reSe&rCA’ lnvestisate aU the prospective problems that might
legitimately be considered in the course.
re“e“r'“'

atiu

Through the medium

c^&8a discussion intermixed they finally ar-

r5V® &t an exl‘aU8tive li3t
all members of the class.

represents the selections of
Further discussion and preferen¬

tial selection reduces the list of problems to ten.

When
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the time comes, as the instructor explained, lor the class
to consider its iirst problem and all subsequent problems
the selection is again accomplished on a preferential ba¬
sis.
ber ol

If in any election no problem receives a certain num¬
iirst choices then the entire list is open to revi¬

sion and the substitution of new and more acceptable prob¬
lems®

The instructor further reports that the basic list

of problems will not vary from year to year.
3MJLPP.l.g of Instruction:

Besides the single class

text and the reference texts referred to previously,

the

class has access to the school library and the various sour¬
ces of material available in the city.

It is pointed out

that though the facilities of the school library were ade¬
quate to meet the needs for research materials,

the school

schedule does not lend itself in the most favorable fashion
to student access to their facilities®
It is further pointed out tnat the following sources
of information in pamphlet and book form are tapped at some
time during the course of the school yean
Medical Association,

the American

the Foreign Policy Association,

the

National Association of Manufacturers, and Federal Security
Agency and the National Safety Council.
The instructor reports that for the purpose of keep¬
ing abreast with current developments at home and abroad the
school subscribes to copies of U.S. News and World Beport
lor the entire class®

-119For audio-visual tools the class reportedly uses
about live films a year and inadequacy of room equipment re¬
quires that the class must view these films in a room pro¬
vided by the audio-visual center.

!To strip-film services

are utilized, nor are recordings listened to other than
those piped from the office through the public address sys¬
tem.

Live broadcasts may be piped from the office to the

classroom if the time of broadcast and class scheduling per¬
mits.
IatoQduQAflX3^g.QiAr.8A ..Content *

In this connection the

instructor reports that considerable time is spent' at the
beginning of the year in general orientation before getting
the subject matter content.
1.

The areas so canvassed &rei

Definition of the course and its place in the
curriculum.

2.

Bhy such a course is vitally needed and why it
is offered only to seniors.

3.

Considerable time is spent in discussing the simple
laws of reasoning, and the normal difficulties
people experience in thinking.

In the development

of this area the scientific approach is explained
and its application to regular class work.

The

devices and functioning of propaganda are examined
at this point to provide laboratory examples of
defective thinking.
4.

Through lecturing the instructor informs the class
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about the various research sources that are avail¬
able, as well as research methods.

He reports that

as a general thing the English department will have
already covered these skills and that usually all
he has to do is to hand out mimeographed material
reviewing research methods and the sources of
peculiar interest to the students in the problems
class•
kub„,IP,.Q,t Matter C,ontent of the* Coursei

In regard to

this area the instructor reports that class and teacher selec
tion usually resolves itself down to a selection of approxi¬
mately this list of topics*
1-

The philosophy of government in general, and the
philosophy and ideals of American Government.

A

study of the structure and operation, merits, de¬
merits and remedial consideration of American
government at the local,

state, national levels

as well as the same considerations of the United
Hations.
2.

Tne history of political parties,
their purpose,

their structure,

the problems represented by them

and a consideration of what can be done to improve
them or to offset any negative influence they may
have on American political life.
this will be a study of local,
elections.

Integrated with

state and national

With municipal elections occurring
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annually and Congressional elections biennially
the class always has a real life condition to
study in connection with their class considera¬
tion,
3,

International Relations in some form always com¬
poses a project for the class.

Inevitably it

examines the question of diplomacy, the composi¬
tion of our State Department,

the method of the

fashioning of American foreign policy, as well
as pertinent points of current issuet

HAT09

Marshall Plan Aid, Point Pour, Korea and Russia,
4,

Taxation enjoys annual selection to the class
list of Problems.

The theory of American taxa¬

tion and its operation at the various levels.
5,

Labor-Management Relations are always considered,
though the approach will vary from year to year.
The history and the devices of both labor and
management in their quest for supremacy is touched
upon, and occasionally the question of democracy
in industry occupies class time,

S.

Education usually makes up one project.

Its his¬

tory, theory and purpose in America, local and
state areas of control, and the very dynamic ques¬
tion of federal subsidy or outright financing and
control.
7.

The Color Problem and the Problem of Minority
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GroupB usually resolve as a single unit*
8.

Communism, Socialism and capitalism is always con¬
sidered by every class.

The examination usually

rests on the following pointss

theory, practice,

merits, defects, remedial considerations*
9*

Conservation of soil, water, forested areas, wild¬
life and scenic areas, always composes one unit,
though the emphasis varies according to the com¬
position of the class*

Before this area is thor¬

oughly examined the question of the present and
future role of the federal government in such pro¬
jects as f.V•A•, Bonneville, Boulder and Coulee
Dams is brought up, developed and examined.
10.

Business Cycles and Economic Instability is -a
topic which usually appears on the class agenda*

11*

Pre-p&id medicine vs. private medicine. Crime and
its .treatment, Safety Education, Alcoholism are
topics that appear in the total list occasionally
rather than some of those just mentioned.
It is of interest to notice that the projects listed

on this and the previous pages will be found in essentially
the same form in any one of the standard Problems textbooks
in the field.

But in this instance the list is compounded

cooperatively by the instructor and the class, leaving the
class with the definite impression that it is their class
and that they are primarily responsible for selecting the
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problems that they will discuss throughout the year*

This

plus the fact that the list remains completely flexible to
the will and disposition of the class will add enormously
to the m&tter of interest and motivation and will have the
direct effect ol setting this problems course apart from
all other subject matter courses in the school program in
that it is not handed down to them without recourse*
Useds

The instructor at Lin¬

coln High School suggested that he lectures from twentyfive per cent to forty per cent of the time and points out
that the most efficient approach to a great many areas, pro¬
cedures, and in the instance of instructions is by lecture
, methods*

He also establishes the point that listening to

lectures and taking proper notes will be of value to those
members of his class who are going on to college*

He took

the position that a certain amount of question and answer
is not only inevitable but very beneficial, particularly
when it is intermixed with other methods.

He claims that

there is a certain realism attained in the Socratic Method,
m which the student and the teacher confront each other,
that is not attainable in any other procedure.
He reported though that the "problem-solving techni¬
que

u3ed in conjunction with the "committee system* is find¬

ing increased popularity in hie classes and that through it,
it is possible to teach a far greater variety of skills all
of which are or should be a part of the standard equipment
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of the adult citizen.

He noted come of them.

The ability

of students to do research of a probing nature on vital prob¬
lems, to the end that he may form intelligent opinions.

The

student comes to have an awareness for authoritative mater¬
ials and oasts aside the spurious,
over-generalized•

or poorly documented, or

He learns to pool hie findings with other

members of a committee, and again he must sift &nd screen
and evaluate, and compare hi® opinions against those of the
group.

He., nay learn that the elements of justice are not

either all right or all wrong, that there may be shades of
.light or wrong that temper opinion or judgment.

These are

important skills in a democracy.
The."Protlem-Solving" Approachi

At this point he went

on to explain that at the beginning of the year when he is
considering the scientific approach he will include in his
discussion its application to the "problem-solving* technique,
which in turn will lead him to a discussion of the use of the
committee system as he proposes to integrate it with the
"problem-solving" approach.

He went on to remind me that

this orientation would require at least two weeks.

During

this time through the use of mimeographed materials and oral
explanation he discusses the duties of the committees and
the chairmen and how they will be arrived at.

He takes the

position that for the most part he appoints the committee
chairman, feeling that only an adult could properly take
into consideration individual differences; on the other hand
»

-125after describing the work of a given committee he calls for
volunteers,

or listens to class suggestion or in the final

analysis might make appointments to the body of the commit¬
tee himself*
Ii£}i ^.PQ_rnrn:i11ee System Works4

In regard to commit¬

tee investigations, having already discussed sources of
materials, he explains how the committee sub-divides the
main task, how each committee member proceeds to look for
data and record and file his findings.

The instructor’s

particular system was to take notes on three by five, lined
catalog cards which would simplify organization*

This in¬

structor’s practice was to have each member of the committee
<

submit an oral report of Ms area of research, rather than
to have all findings pooled and a report given by the
chairman.

When the committee ia ready to report it is con¬

verted into a panel.

The chairman of the committee presides,

indicates to the class what particular aspect of the main
proolem his committee has undertaken, and then in turn in¬
troduces each member of the committee to the class.

After

all memberb of the committee have submitted their reports,
then the chairman invites inter-panel questioning for per¬
haps five minutes, then seeks questions from the floor to
the paneu.

Finally the chairman restates the question un¬

der advisement by his committee, briefs the class on what
each speaker has covered in his or her report, and then
undertakes the very difficult task of summarising the total
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findings of the panel, plus the questions, plus any discussion.

At this point the period normally ends and the instruc

tor takes charge indicating further proceedings in regard to
summarizing conclusions of this committee and setting up a
panel for the following day.
The instructor also suggested that sometimes the find¬
ings of investigations lend themselves to single reports, or
debates which quickly include the class in a general discus¬
sion .
Requirements in Regard to notebooks;

By the time

the first panel has reached the reporting stage the instruc¬
tor informs me that he has briefed the class on notebook
requirements.

There is to be one department set aside for

lecture notes, another for individual committee findings,
a third for conclusions on each panel discussion or single
report, and a fourth for current events.

notebooks are to

be submitted in typed form at the end of every two units
of work.
The Hews Round-Up;

The instructor reported that out¬

side of unusual happenings, the class conducts a news round¬
up once a week.

The basic, and common document for this

phase of their work is the magazine, U.S. Hews and Vhjrld Re¬
port. previously mentioned.

This naturally did not preclude

the reference to all other possible materials.
dure is divided.

The proce¬

Sometimes he asks all members of the class

to be prepared to present a factual commentation of some as-
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pect of the news and

then offer a series of authoritative

opinions plus their own,

so identified.

follows for a limited time,
for.

The weakness in

Class discussion

then the next report is called

this system, as it was explained is

that the search never went deep enough to do much good.
The second approach, which sometimes is used entirely and
sometimes in conjunction with the single report system, was
to appoint individual committees of three or five students
to follow the appointments in a certain area or relating
to some specific happening.

Then this committee each week

is responsible for keeping the class posted on that parti¬
cular area of current happenings.

Sometimes these commit¬

tees continue until a particular news development drops
from sight or loses significance.

The instructor confessed

that he usually presides over these '’round-up sessions” for
two reasonst

first,

to keep the class from disintegrating

in a discusbion of trivia; and second, have a mature point
oi view in the whole picture for evaluation purposes.
11

^ie final approach noted by the instruc¬

tor is that the average Problems class usually goes on two
field*1 trips each year.
district court,

The trips are either to the local

police or fire station,

legislature thirty miles away.

or to the local

Preliminary to these excur¬

sions an official from the place to be visited comes before
the Problems class and discusses the duties and the func¬
tion of that particular agency to the end that the class
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may have an inside point of view of what to look for and
what to expect•

Following these trips a discussion takes

place on what is observed and an attempt made to integrate
this new information with their academic study of the same
agency•
Evaluative Devices:

The Problems instructor reports

that as a general practice he examines the group at the end
of each unit of study*
lar exaiai nat i ons •
objective

The administration requires no regu¬

He notes that he uses only teacher-mace

and subjective examinations to check for factual

knowledge, new skills, appreciations, and new or changed
attitudes*

The writer gathered that some attempt was made

to evaluate the results of these examinations and the ob¬
jectives originally established at the beginning of the
course or at the beginning of each Problem.
i-he instructor makes no attempt to check the members
of the class after graduation.
^rlt_ex_*3„'&va 1 uation of the .Instructora

In personal

appearance and dress the instructor is personable.

His voice

is pleasing, his manner solicit© confidence and he is enthu¬
siastic about his subject and his class.
plete without obvious effort on his part.

Control is com¬
He is popular

with the students and they apparently are enthusiastic about
the course.
cellent.
tives,

The scholarship of the

teacher is good to ex¬

He demonstrates skill in arriving at wise objec¬

the class is reasonably well organized to meet the

-129 various problems undertaken.

Though he shows definite re¬

gard for individual differences, he occasionally gives the
impression that he is dominating and not leading.

His

evaluative devices show strong interest in factual know¬
ledge but due interest in skills, appreciations,
tudes.

On & four point scale of fair, good, excellent and

superior,
cellent

and atti¬

the writer would rate him between good and ex¬
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1®

Berkeley High School

Berkeley, California

2.

Brookline High School

Brookline, Massachusetts

3.

Bronxville High School

Bronxville, Mew York

4®

Withrow High School

Cincinnati,

5®

John Marshall High School

Cleveland, Ohio

6.

’East High School

Denver, Colorado

7•

Maine Township High School

Deo Haines,

8.

Ka s t Orange

East Orange, Mew Jersey

9.

Dwight M® Morrow High School

Inglewood, Mew Jersey

1C®

Austin High School

hi Paso,

11®

Vincent Strong High School

.Erie, Pennsylvania

12®

Hamden High School

Hamden, Connecticut

H i gh Sch oo 1

Ohio

Illinois

Texas

~j>

13.

Hollywood High School

Hollywood, California

14.

Andrew Jackson High School

Jacksonville, Florida

15.

Edison High School

Miami, Florida

16.

Jackson High School

Miami, Florida

17.

Miami High School

Miami, Florida

18.

John McDonough High School

Few Orleans, Louisiana

19.

North High School

ihoenix,

Arizona

*Burober in front of the name of the High School i3
the same as used in the tabulation.
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Jefferson High School

Portland,

Oregon

21.

Lincoln High School

Portland, Oregon

22.

Monroe High School

Rochester, Hew York

23 o

Rocky Mount High School

Rocky Mount, Forth Caro
lina

24.

South High School

Salt Lake City, Utah

25.

George Washington High School

San Francisco, Cali¬
fornia

26.

Scarsdale High School

Sc&rsdale, Hew

27.

Files Township High School

Skokie,

28.

North Central High School

Spokane, Washington

29.

Stamford High School

Stamford, Connecticut

30.

Classical High School

Springfield, Massachu¬
setts

31.

Leon High School

Tallahassee, Florida

32.

Tucson High School

Tucson, Arizona

33.

Few Trier High School

Winnetka,

34.

Woodland High School

Woodland, California

35.

West Hartford High School

West Hartford, Gonnecti
cut

York

Illinois

Illinois
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